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INTRODUCTION 
The development of nuclear power has been synonymous with the growth 
of i ts materials technology. Signif icant advances have been made in the 
development of reactor materials for high temperature, high fuel-burnup 
operation, but this continues to be a major problem area. 
Much of the progress that has been made in the development of im­
proved reactor materials has resulted from the use of testing procedures 
and equipment that are unique to the nuclear f ield. Irradiation capsules 
and in-pi le loops are among the experimental tools that have been used to 
study reactor fuels, fuel assemblies, structural materials, and components, 
with irradiation capsules used primari ly for the preliminary screening of 
proposed fuels, coolants, and structural materials. The in-pi le loop is 
essential ly a f low system containing pumps or compressors and f low control 
equipment which duplicates, in miniature, a reactor primary system. I t  
provides a control led environment in which the combined effect of f low, 
heat transfer, and radiation can be studied. In-pi le loop testing has 
fulf i l led a development function for which there is no inexpensive substi­
tute and has been invaluable to the development of the current generation 
of reactors. 
Fossil fuels cannot supply the energy requirements of the United States 
indefinitely. The energy reserve in U^35 js  l ikewise l imited. Although 
the present converter reactors wil l  be the mainstay of nuclear power genera­
t ion for some t ime to come, the breeder reactor wil l  be a necessity to 
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make available the ful l  potential of al l  the uranium and thorium as fuel. 
Increased emphasis has recently been placed on the development of fast-
breeder reactor technology. With improving testing-reactor environments, 
the potential exists for in-pi le loop testing to advance the development 
of fast-breeder reactors. The object of this investigation is to determine 
analytically the f ission-product activity to be expected in a l iquid-metal 
fuel irradiated in a fast-neutron f lux and to investigate considerations 
that are basic to the planning of an in-pi le loop for high temperature 
operation, including the in-core temperature distr ibution, surface heat 
loss, and effect of coolant variations on the heat-exchange requirements. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In-pi le loop testing in the United States has a history of over a 
decade, with loops operated in the Oak Ridge Graphite Reactor and the 
Canadian NRX Reactor as early as 1951. The Oak Ridge loops of type 
316 stainless steel and Inconel circulated l i thium and sodium, respec­
t ively, at temperatures to 1500°F to study compatibi l i ty of molten 
alkali  metals with structural al loys under reactor irradiation at high 
temperature (1). An unpressurized, DgO-cooled, natural-uranium loop by 
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) and du Pont was operated in the Cana­
dian NRX to study the dissociation of DgO (2). 
The 40 tMw Materials Testing Reactor (MTR), f irst of the testing 
reactors constructed at the National Reactor Testing Station, reached 
design power early in 1952. A single-pass air-cooled loop was instal led 
by General Electric in late 1952 to study fuel elements and reactor com­
ponents for their direct cycle approach to the Aircraft Nuclear Propul­
sion (ANP) program (3). The in let air temperature to the loop was 1200°F 
and the outlet temperature was 1500°F, with a 1500-hp compressor required 
to supply air at f low rates to 6 lb/sec. Also among the original loops 
instal led at the MTR was a type 347 stainless steel, 500° F, 1500-ps i ,  
60-gpm Argonne National Laboratory water loop to irradiate thermal-
reactor-fuel-element prototypes. 
In-pi le loop testing in support of the circulating-fuel aircraft, 
aqueous-homogeneous, and organic reactor concepts was init iated in 1954. 
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The f irst Oak Ridge National Laboratory f luoride-fuel loop was irradiated 
in the Low Intensity Test Reactor (4), circulating NaF-ZrF^-UF^ in 
Inconel at 1.1 gpm with f luid velocit ies to 9 fps. Heat generation was 
2.8 Kw with the fuel temperature reaching 1485°F. The f irst aqueous-
homogeneous loop was operated in support of a thermal breeder on the 
Th232_(j233 cycle (5) • Circulation at 5 gpm of a 300°C solution (uranyl 
sulfate in H^O or DgO) at 2000 psi, with heat generation to 8 Kw, is 
typical of the operating condit ions of the 18 aqueous-homogeneous loops 
operated prior to 1961. Over $800,000 was spent preparing the Low Inten­
sity Test Reactor and Oak Ridge Research Reactor for the loop irradiations. 
Approximate cost for materials, machining, and assembly of a loop was 
$8,000 exclusive of instrumentation, component development, and engineering. 
The f irst organic-cooled loop was operated in the MTR gamma faci l i ty, cir­
culating f luids such as dI phenyl and terpheny1 at temperatures to 900°F to 
determine irradiation effects on organics (6). 
In 1955 Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) operated a l iquid-metal-
fuel in-pi le loop in the Brookhaven Graphite Reactor to obtain chemical 
processing data on f ission-product removal from the circulating fuel (7). 
The loop was constructed of type 347 stainless steel and contained a 
fuel composed of bismuth containing 800 ppm natural uranium, 200 ppm 
zirconium, and 15 ppm magnesium. This loop operated under isothermal 
condit ions (f ission power of 2 watts) at 500°C with f low rates to 2 gpm. 
Testing of the aqueous-homogeneous, f luoride-fuel, organic, water, 
and air systems continued into 1957. However, work on the Pratt & Whitney 
circulating-fuel approach to the ANP program was terminated in October 
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1957. Although the ANP circulating-fluoride-fuel reactor was canceled, 
efforts in i ts development had established the feasibi l i ty of the f luoride-
fuel reactor which Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) continued to 
develop for civi l ian application. Operation of the f irst circulating-
fluoride-fuel (molten salt) loop supporting the molten-salt civi l ian 
reactor program was started at the MTR in late 1958 (8). This loop cir­
culated a fused-salt mixture of Li^F-BeFg-UF^, having a melt ing point of 
860°F, in INOR-8 pipe, an ORNL-developed al loy of 70% Ni, 16% Mo, 7% Cr, 
5% Fe, and 2% other elements. Fission heat of 9 Kw was produced with a 
maximum fuel temperature of 1300°F and a fuel temperature difference of 
I50°F. Loops of another fused-salt mixture, NaF-ZrF^-UF^, with a melt ing 
point of 1000°F, were operated at f ission heats to 33.7 Kw. Maximum fuel 
temperatures in these loops reached 1600°F with a fuel temperature differ­
ence of 255°F. 
In 1958 Battel le Memorial Institute (BMl) operated one of the f irst 
recirculating gas-cooled loops for evaluating fuel element assemblies (9)• 
The heat-removal capacity of this nitrogen-cooled loop was 50 Kw, with 
inlet and outlet temperatures 750°F and 1150°F, respectively, and f low 
rates to 0.415 lb/sec. The loop cost $215,000 to construct and $7,500 
per month to operate in the Battel le Research Reactor. A second BMl re­
circulating gas loop (10) was later operated in the 175 tMw Engineering 
Test Reactor (ETR) ,  which reached power early in 1958 to become the second 
operating test reactor at the National Reactor Testing Station. Heat-
removal capacity of the ETR loop was 150 Kw maximum at nitrogen flow rates 
to 0.9 lb/sec and outlet gas temperatures to 1500°F. This loop was esti­
mated to cost $440,000 with monthly operating costs of $15,000. 
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A Fluid Fuel Reactors Task Force convened in January 1959 to perform 
a crit ical evaluation of the three f luid-fuel reactor concepts (aqueous-
homogeneous, molten-salt, and l iquid-metal fuel). The molten-salt reactor 
concept was determined to have the highest probabil i ty of achieving techni­
cal feasibi l i ty. Subsequently, plans to construct the Liquid Metal Fuel 
Reactor Experiment (LMFRE) at BNL by Babcock £• Wilcox (B & W) were canceled. 
Three in-pi le loops were to have been operated to provide supporting infor­
mation for the LMFRE. Loop 1 was being built  by BNL for operation in the 
Brookhaven Graphite Reactor when the LMFRE project was terminated (11). 
This loop was completed and operated independently by BNL from Apri l  to 
November I960. A fuel of bismuth containing 869 ppm U^"*, 98 ppm 
236 ppm Zr, and 346 ppm Mg was circulated at 5.25 gpm in 3/4-inch, Schedule 
40 Croloy 2 1/4 (2 1/4% Cr, 1% Mo steel) at an outlet temperature to 
500°C. The second and third loops were to have been irradiated in the ETR 
and MTR. Loop 2 was constructed by B & W and shipped to the ETR site, but 
was never operated in-pi le. Loop 3 planned for the MTR was not constructed. 
Congress, in acting on the 1958 f iscal year nuclear budget, decided 
to embark on a substantial gas-cooled reactor effort. One of the f irst 
loops operated in conjunction with the AEC gas-cooled reactor program was 
instal led in a Hanford production reactor in late 1959 (12). Gas-bearing 
compressors were used to circulate 450 lb/hr of helium or 2,000 lb/hr of 
nitrogen past fuel elements and materials of interest in the gas-cooled 
reactor program. The maximum gas temperature was approximately 1250°F, with 
the loop designed for 50 Kw heat release. Although the loop was not intended 
to be operated with f ission-product contamination of the coolant, a study 
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indicated that f ission-product release, or "dirty" operation, could be 
accommodated. A helium-cooled loop operated in the Brookhaven Graphite 
Reactor to study f  i  ss ion-product retention and release from defective 
pebble-bed reactor fuel was also numbered among the early gas-cooled 
loops (13). Fission power in this loop was 0.25 Kw from a fueled graphite 
sphere 1.5 inches in diameter with maximum coolant temperature 1250°F and 
maximum fuel surface temperature 1800°F. The loop was operated at a pres­
sure of 13 to 14 psia. 
The General Electric Test Reactor helium loop-1 was designed to 
irradiate up to 15 prototype f-uel elements simultaneously in f ive 
individually-control led experimental tubes (14). The loop was designed 
for heat removal of up to 13.2 Kw from each of the f ive tubes with an 
800°F coolant temperature and maximum cladding temperature of 1600°F. 
Cost of this loop was reported to be $1.1 mil l ion. A COg gas-cooled 
loop is a 1 so being fabricated for instal lation in the Plutonium Recycle 
Test Reactor to study in-reactor behavior of graphite and other materials 
with COg at fuel element power levels to 500 Kw (15). Operating condi­
t ions are 500 psig with the outlet temperature of 1500°F and f low rate 
to 15,000 lb/hr. 
The f irst 0RNL gas-cooled loop operated in the Oak Ridge Research 
Reactor produced f ission and gamma heating to 40 Kw, with helium coolant 
f low of 348 lb/hr at 400 psig (16). The maximum gas temperature was 
1400°F, cladding temperature 1700°F, and fuel center l ine temperature to 
2400°F. In continuation of the U. S. gas-cooled reactor program, the 
Experimental Gas Cooled Reactor is being constructed at Oak Ridge with 
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provision for four gas-cooled loops in the core (17). A heat release of 
1500 Kw can be accommodated in the loops with helium or COg coolant velo­
cit ies to 115 fps. These loops are designed to accommodate release of 
large quantit ies of f ission products from the fuel. 
The operation of l iquid-metal loops has been sporadic, with no long 
range support of any single, continuing reactor program. One recent 
example is the operation of a type 316 stainless steel forced-circulation 
NaK loop in the ETR by Pratt & Whitney to test fuel elements and nuclear 
materials in a very-high-temperature, l iquid-metal environment (18). The 
loop was designed to accomodate 69 I  Kw at f low rates to 47.3 gpm and 
outlet temperatures to 1600°F. NaK was also used as the fuel carrier in a 
93% enriched, 40 w/o UOg-NaK slurry loop operated by ANL in their CP-5 
reactor to extend the concentration range for fast-breeder-reactor fuels 
(19). Power production in this loop was approximately 2 Kw with fuel 
velocit ies to 5 fps. Slurries have also been investigated in connection 
with the aqueous-homogeneous reactor program. An aqueous thoria-urania 
slurry was irradiated in the Low Intensity Test Reactor in a loop 
similar to those used for the aqueous-homogeneous solution fuel irradia­
t ion (20). A second loop circulating a slurry of thorium oxide in DgO 
was later operated in the Oak Ridge Research Reactor with a heat genera­
t ion of 14.7 Kw at a fuel concentration of 50 grams per l i ter (21). 
The AEC terminated the aqueous-homogeneous reactor concept in 1961 
in favor of increased development of the molten-salt concept, but ORNL 
continued a small laboratory project through 1962 supporting the aqueous-
homogeneous concept. The ANP program was terminated in 1961 after 15 years 
and $1 bi l l ion invested in i ts development. Two reactor concepts result ing 
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from the ANP project are being continued — the ORNL molten-salt reactor 
and the Pratt 6 Whitney indirect l i thium-cooled reactor cycle, a form of 
which is currently under development as the 300 to 1000 eKw SNAP-50/SPUR 
space power plant. 
Operation of an organic loop in the MIT reactor was started in late 
1961, circulating Santowax 0MP at temperatures to 800°F, pressures to 
600 psig, and velocit ies to 20 fps (22). This was the last organic in-
pi ie loop operated, for the AEC dropped the organic reactor in late 1962 
after deciding that the organic-moderated-and-cooled reactor did not hold 
early promise for making signif icant improvements in performance over that 
already achieved by water reactors. Construction of the Experimental Organ­
ic Cooled Reactor (E0CR), which contained a provision for f ive experimental 
in-pi le loops, had nearly reached completion at the termination of the 
organic reactor program (23). Estimated cost of one 6,5 inch loop for 
the E0CR was $484,000 and init ial cost of al l  f ive loops was to be 
$1,800,000, but they have now been deferred. 
In-pi le testing has continued to aid the development of central sta­
t ion and submarine water reactors. The current water loops are indicative 
of the advances being made in water-reactor technology. The operating 
condit ions of Westinghouse Bett is Plant loops in the NRU and ETR reactors 
are 650°F, 2600 psi, 150 gpm, with 1500 Kw cooling capacity and 600°F, 
2400 psi, 1000 gpm, with 3.08 Mw cooling capacity, respectively (24). 
Approximately 1/3 of the 3.08 Mw capacity of the ETR loop is required to 
remove gamma heat. A Superheat Advance Demonstration Experiment (SADE) 
loop has been operated in the Vallecitos Boil ing Water Reactor to determine 
the operational characterist ics of UO2 ceramic fuels for superheat appli­
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cation and to determine the rate of build-up and steady-state activity 
levels in the system when operating with defective fuel elements (25). 
The outlet steam condit ion in this loop was 825°F and 1000 psi at a f low 
rate of 650 lb/hr. Maximum fuel temperature was approximately 2080°F, 
cladding temperature I040°F, and heat release 50 Kw. General Electric 
is also operating a pressurized-water loop in the General Electric 
Testing Reactor to determine the performance l imit of fuel rods operating 
with a portion of the U02 fuel molten (26). With heat f luxes in the 
fuel to 1,200,000 Btu/hr-ft2  and loop heat generation to 440 Kw, an 
appreciable portion of the fuel cross section is molten. The preliminary 
scope design of a loop for irradiating fuel elements in the Plutonium 
Recycle Test Reactor to study the feasibi l i ty of high-pressure, super­
heated steam and supercrit ical-pressure steam as coolants has been com­
pleted (27)• Operating condit ions proposed for this loop are 900 Kw heat 
release at 4500 psi and temperature of 950 to 1050°F or 250 Kw heat release 
in superheated steam. 
Two in-pi le loops uti l izing f i  ss i  on-fragment recoil energy for chemical 
processing are scheduled to be placed in operation in late 1963 and early 
1964 (28, 29). The Aerojet-General Nucleonics loop wil l  produce hydrazine 
(N2H4) from ammonia (NH3) .  A slurry of U2^O^ in l iquid ammonia wil l  be 
circulated, producing 15 Kw at a concentration of 54 grams UOg per l i ter 
of ammonia. This loop was intended to be operated in the 60 tMw Westing-
house Testing Reactor, but Westinghouse closed down the WTR in March 1962 
for lack of customer demand, causing the loop to be redesigned for the MTR. 
The Brookhaven chemo-nuclear in-pi le loop wil l  uti l ize a gaseous coolant 
f lowing past f ixed packages of solid fuel. The fuel elements wil l  be com­
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posed of metal foi l  1/2 mil thick containing up to 100 grams producing 
a maximum power of 5 Kw. Among the products formed from gaseous systems to 
be irradiated are hydrazine (N2H4) from ammonia (NH^), acetylene (C2H2) 
from methane (CH4),  and carbon monoxide from carbon dioxide. The loop wil l  
be operated in the Brookhaven Graphite Reactor at coolant velocit ies to 
30 fps, system pressure to 1000 psig, and temperatures to 1000°F. 
More attention is being paid to safety as the nuclear materials are 
being pushed closer to their performance l imits. The major uncertainties 
of safety of metall ic-fueled fast reactors are related to core meltdown. 
To study this phenomenon, Argonne National Laboratory is currently in­
stal l ing a large sodium loop in the Transient Reactor Test Facil i ty to 
study the behavior of metall ic fast-reactor fuel elements under condit ions 
of overheating to meltdown and later to study oxide and carbide fuel 
overheating effects (30). 
In 1965 a third reactor is scheduled to be completed at the MTR-ETR 
site. The 250 tMw Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) is designed to accommodate 
nine loop experiments: six high-pressure water, one gas, one thermal 
l iquid-metal, and one fast l iquid-metal loop. Although loop operation in 
the ATR could be more than three years in the future, plans are now being 
considered for a gas-cooled loop to study the combined effects of tempera­
ture, environment, and radiation on structural materials such as inconel 
X-750, Hastelloy-X, and the refractory metals, which may be used in future 
reactors (31). The inlet gas temperature of the proposed loop is 1500°F, 
with outlet temperature 2000°F, and specimen temperature to 3000°F. Helium 
coolant at 4000 lb/hr wil l  l imit the coolant temperature difference across 
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the specimen to 500°F. The expected fast-neutron f lux of 1.4(10^) 
neutrons/cm2-sec and average gamma heating of 11 watts/gram wil l  produce 
specimen heating to 165 Kw and in-reactor pressure tube heating to 235 Kw, 
a total of 400 Kw. Design criteria for the ATR thermal and fast l iquid-
metal loops are also being determined (32, 33, 34). 
This review of the history of in-pi le loop testing indicates that a 
mult i tude of in-pi le loops have been operated in support of a diverse nu­
clear program. The scope of this program has been narrowed from a "sup-
port-every-promi sing-concept" approach to one of supporting only the most 
promising concepts, as evidenced by the termination of the l iquid-metal 
fuel, aqueous-homogeneous, ANP direct air cycle, and organic reactor pro­
grams. The most notable trend in recent years has been to high tempera­
ture "dirty" water- and gas-cooled systems, which are the concepts of major 
emphasis today. 
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THE INVESTIGATION 
Only two circulating-1iquid-meta 1-fuel in-pi le loops have been 
operated, both in support of the l iquid-metal-fuel reactor program. In­
formation available from the operation of these loops is of minimal value 
for the planning of a high-temperature, fast-neutron irradiation of a 
refractory-metal-contained, circulating l iquid-metal fuel. 
The purpose of this research is to investigate considerations that 
are basic to the preliminary planning of an in-pi le loop for irradiating 
a circulating l iquid-metal fuel in a fast-neutron f lux. Included among 
the considerations to be investigated are 
1. the determination of the magnitude of f ission-product activity to 
be expected in a l iquid-metal fuel as a function of the fuel 
irradiation history. 
2. the heat generation and result ing temperature distr ibution in 
the in-core section of the loop. 
3. the effects of heat generation and thermal-insulation properties 
on the configuration and auxil iary-coolant requirements of the 
in-core section of the loop. 
4. the effects of f luid physical properties and f low condit ions on 
the heat-exchange requirements. 
The investigation was accomplished by 
1. deriving the equations for the amount and activity of any f ission-
product nuclide as a function of the mode of reactor operation. 
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2. determining the thermal and nuclear properties of some possible 
l iquid-metal fast-reactor fuels. 
3. using machine computation to solve the equations of Step 1 for 
f ission-product activit ies in the irradiated fuels of Step 2. 
4. determining the temperatures of the loop structural materials 
result ing from nominal gamma heating as a function of the in-core 
section geometry. 
5. choosing a maximum temperature drop in the heat-exchanger tubing, 
calculating the result ing thermal stress, and determining by 
numerical analysis the effect of the l iquid-metal coolant f low 
condit ions on the required length of the heat exchanger. 
Growth and Decay of Fission-Product Activity 
Although the operation of a circulating-fuel in-pi le loop bears strong 
similarity to that of a reactor coolant loop, existing equations describ­
ing the build-up and decay of f ission-product activity result ing from 
irradiation of a cyclic nature are not adequate for this investigation. 
The general equations describing the number and activity of each member 
of a f ission-product decay chain wil l  be derived for both a continuous in-
pi le loop irradiation, which yields upper l imits to f ission-product numbers 
and activit ies, and for in-pi le loop irradiation in a reactor operating on 
a more realist ic periodic cycle 
The f ission-product de:ay chain i l lustrated for mass number 90 is 
one of many result ing from the f ission of U2^5, ( j2^, or Pu2^9. Rubidium 
90 is formed in f ission at a rate of 0.05 times the rate of fast-neutron 
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production rote 90 X 90 X , Y 90 X , 90 
fission-product 37 "D 2.7min 38 28 yr 39 64.3 hr 40 
yield yi 
f ission of uranium 235• Rubidium 90, strontium 90, and yttr ium 90 are 
radioactive and al l  decay by electron emission with the decay process 
ending in the production of stable zirconium 90 atoms. In the fol lowing 
analysis the f irst f ission-product decay-chain member and the fol lowing 
members formed by radioactive decay of their precursor wil l  be designated 
as f irst member, second member, third member, and fourth member, respec­
t ively. The f irst member wil l  also be designated as the parent member 
and the fol lowing members termed daughter members where reference is made 
to more than one of the members formed by precursor decay. 
Independent f ission-product yields of daughter members occur in many 
decay chains. Each independent yield wil l  be treated as a separate decay 
chain in this analysis. Consequently, the production of al l  daughter 
members wil l  occur only by decay of the parent member or precursor. Fis­
sion-product cross sections are small at the neutron energies typical of 
a fast reactor, so removal of f ission products wil l  be treated as occur­
r ing only by radioactive decay. 
At loop start-up the l iquid-metal fuel is free of f ission products. 
The fuel circulates through the in-core section of the loop, then passes 
through the heat exchanger, f low meter, pump, and other equipment before 
re-entering the in-core section. During one cycle of in-pi le loop opera­
t ion the fuel is irradiated in the in-core section of the loop for a period 
of t ime t j r r  fol lowed by a period of t ime t f ran8  during which the fuel 
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f lows through the remainder of the loop primary system. The net rate of 
change of atoms of the f irst member of any decay chain during the f irst 
cycle of in-pi le loop operation is 
^ l=p-x,n, o< t<tirr (1) 
~
x lNl tirr<t < tcycle (2 )  
where 
N| = number of f irst-member atoms, atoms/cm^ 
P = production rate of f irst member, atoms/cm^-day 
X |  = decay constant of f irst member, day"' 
At t ime zero the reactor is started with no f ission products present in 
the l iquid-metal fuel, steady production of the f irst-member f ission pro­
ducts, and f ission-product removal only by radioactive decay. The com­
bined solution of Equations 1 and 2 for the number of f irst-member atoms 
present in the l iquid-metal fuel at the end of one loop cycle under these 
irradiation condit ions is given by Benedict and Pigford (35) as 
Nl cycle) =-£-j ( l-e~^l *irr) e~^tf trans ( 3 )  
Fission-product production wil l  remain constant by periodic addit ion of 
fuel to replenish that which has f issioned. 
Equation 3 is not adequate to describe the number of f irst-member 
atoms beyond the f irst cycle of loop operation but wil l  be used as the 
basis for deriving the general equations. 
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The total number of f irst-member atoms present at the end of the 
second cycle of in-pi le loop operation is the sum of the number remaining 
from those produced during the f irst cycle and the number remaining from 
those produced during the second cycle. 
N,(2»Cycle>' N,(tcyc„)exlfcycle + N,(tcyc le) (4) 
Combining Equations 3 and 4 yields 
Nl<2fCycle )«Yj(l-«X|t,rr)(txlttron»)(l+exltcycle) (5)  
After numerous cycles of operation the number of f irst-member atoms pre­
sent is 
N,(n tc>c„) = £ <'"• V i""eVt.or,," '-;;XX,','C,C|" > <6) 
*1 i-e AlTcycle 
The number of f irst-member atoms remaining in a unit volume of fuel after 
the in-pi le loop has been irradiated for a period of t ime T ,  which is 
equal to n tcycles » anc* then removed from the reactor for an addit ional 
t ime T is 
N,(T,T ) . f |( l-.-M t',,)le-x, , , ron . )(J:^cyc|t )«V (7) 
The second member of each f ission-product decay chain is produced 
only by decay of the parent member and is removed only by radioactive 
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decay. The net rate of change of the number of second-member atoms is 
dN; 
dt X I N | - X 2 N 2 (8 )  
The irradiation condit ions are the same as those described earl ier — 
reactor start-up at t ime zero with no f ission products present and re­
moval only by radioactive decay. The number of second-member atoms present 
at t ime tj r r  i  s given by Benedict and Pigford (35) as 
N2 (tjrr ) « X ,P J-âT^lîlrr . |-6*A2firr - X 2 t j  (9) 
At the end of the f irst cycle, the total number of the second-member atoms 
present is the sum of the number remaining from those present at time tjrr 
and the number result ing from the batch decay of the f irst-member atoms. 
«2< Vfc) = Xlp[xl|1^2l-x,5 +î$sr,irr2i_ S-X g t trons 
+j^j- ( he"* I firr) (e"*lf trans — e~^2 f trons) 
( 1 0 )  
At the end of the second cycle of in-pi le loop operation, the total num­
ber I  s 
N„(2f cycle) = X| P  
glX |-Xg) ( e"X2 » trons) ( I +e-X2t cycle) 
+ ^~e~^ ' *'rr) [ë'^lhronstl+e-^ I * cycle) -e~*2 * trans ( I+e~^2* cyclej] 
CO 
-9  
After numerous cycles of  operat ion the number of  second-member atoms is  
n2<"W V ] («-X2 ' t ''H ,c,cle j=0 
— Fi 
-f- ^—7^- (l-e~xl ^rrjQe^l ,tran$)j^e"JX|tcycl®-(e"X2,tran»)23e-jX2 f cycle] (]2) 
2" I j=0 j=0 
which simplif ies to 
1 (l-e-*2tirr)(e-x2ttrons)/^2T \ -1 
XgTxj-X^l \k«"x2 * cycle / —' ( 1 3 )  
where T is the total t ime of continuous loop operation, equal to 
n t cycle * The number of second-member atoms remaining in a unit volume 
of fuel after in-pi le loop irradiation for t ime T and decay t imer 
fol lowing loop removal from the reactor is 
, (|-e" x 2 tlrr)(e~ x 2 t trans) / he"* 2 1  \ , .X ot  — ,  ( 1 4 )  
1 X2(X|-X2) V |-«-X2 t cycle / J 
I  he general  equat ion is  
Mj 
The equat ions der ived above were based on loop operat ion in a con­
t inuously operat ing reactor.  Research and test  reactors must be shut down 
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periodically to refuel, change experiments, conduct calibration tests, 
and perform necessary maintenance. The calculation of more realist ic 
values of f ission-product numbers and activit ies wil l  be possible i f  the 
periodic operational cycle of the reactor is considered. Consider the 
reactor operating cycle to consist of an irradiation period T| r r  during 
which the reactor is at power, fol lowed by a shutdown period Tcool 
During the reactor shutdown periods there is no f ission-product production, 
but radioactive decay of the existing f ission products continues. The 
cycle t ime T eyC | e  ,  equal to T| r f  + T c o o |  ,  may vary from a week to 
several months, as contrasted vu the corresponding values for the in-pi le 
loop, t | r r  and *f rong  ,  which are of the order of a few seconds. 
The number of f irst-member atoms remaining at the completion of the 
f irst reactor cycle is 
''ran" (16) 
I cycle) 
which is Equation 7 modif ied to incorporate the irradiation and shutdown 
t ime of one reactor cycle. The number of f irst-member atoms remaining 
after in-pi le loop operation for numerous reactor cycles, fol lowed by 
decay t ime T is 
P (l-ëxl firr)(exlftron8) (l-exlTlrr)(|-ëNXlTcycle) -x lT  
"|(NTcyc le iT).- ( |_.X| t cyc | i i  '  (7 )  
Likewise, the number of second-member atoms remaining after in-pi le loop 
operation for numerous reactor cycles, fol lowed by decay t ime r is 
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N2<NTcycle,T> =  X lP 
(l-f^ltirr)(e^lttrons) ^|-êxlTlrr ^ |-jNxlTcycie. -Xi t  
X}( Xg-Xg) i-6X l*cye!8 |-e~x^eycls 
(18)  
+ (l-êX2t?rr)(êX2ttron9) |-.;x2T(rr |-jNX2Tcyclt)-Xor 
Xg(X,—X2) |_fx2f cycle i-ix2Tcycle 
The general equation for the number of 1^ —member atoms remaining in a 
unit volume of fuel after in-pi le loop operation for N reactor cycles, 
fol lowed by an addit ional decay t ime r  is 
N|(N Tcyc,t r) «X|Xgo»oXi_lP^> 
(l-»xJt l rr)(ê^J ttron8) (|-tXJT trr)(|,gNXJTcycie) _X^T (19) 
pf ( l-exjtcycle) (|-#xiTcyclej XjH(Xk-Xj) * 
Katcoff (36) and Blomeke and Todd (37) served as the principal sources 
of data on the f ission-product decay chains and the independent decay-
chain yields result ing from fast f ission of u2^®, and Pu239. These 
data and the necessary supplemental references are shown in Tables 8 and 9• 
Selection of the f ission-product decay chains and the chain members 
appearing in Table 8 was based on the condit ions that 
1. radioactive decay of f ission products with half- l ives less than 
40 seconds occurs instantaneously. 
2. each independent yield of a daughter member init iates a separate 
decay chain. 
3. al l  decay chains have f ission-product yields greater than 0.01%. 
4. al l  decay chains can be adequately described by a maximum of 
four members. 
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The f ission-product yields and even half- l ives of many of the short half-
l i fe fission products have not been determined accurately. The saturated 
activit ies of these f issions products are small because of their rapid 
decay so the minimum half- l i fe was arbitrari ly chosen to be 40 seconds. 
This also permits simplif ications to be made in the general f ission-
product-activity equations. The condit ion that each independent yield 
init iate a separate decay chain avoids the necessity of complicating the 
general equations to al low for independent yields of daughter members. 
Very few f ission chains result ing from fast-neutron irradiation of 
and Pu^39 have yields less than 0.01%. Thus the contribution to 
f ission-product activity from the f ission chains having yields below 0.01% 
is negligible. The maximum decay-chain length was arbitrari ly l imited to 
four members, which was adequate to describe even the longest decay chains. 
The term * trons i  n the numerator of the general Equations 15 
and 19 describes the decay of f ission-product numbers and activit ies during 
the f inal transit period of in-pi le loop irradiation. This can be com­
bined with the term e"*JT in the same equations i f  the shutdown decay 
is considered to start at the completion of the irradiation portion of the 
f inal loop cycle instead of at the completion of the entire cycle. Because 
t trons '5  °f the order of a few seconds and r  has a maximum value of a 
year, the radioactive decay during the t ime t trons '5  extremely small 
relative to that occuring during the t ime r  and wil l  be disregarded. 
The value of the third and al l  fol lowing terms in the series expan­
sion of e~^j*irr and e'^J*cycle is less than 5% of the value of the 
second term of the expansion for the minimum half- l i fe of 40 seconds and 
decreases with increasing f ission-product half- l i fe. This permi ts e~*j Mrr 
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and e"^jJcycle to be accurately approximated by the f irst two terms of 
the series expansion. Using the f irst two terms of the series expansion 
for »-^)tjrr and e""^- j* cycle , and combining the term j * irons 
with the term e~^jT ,  Equation 15 becomes 
k*j (20) 
which simplif ies to 
N t ,T . T , .X,X 2 . . .X t „P ( ^ ) i  (20 
j«l IWJ K j 
Likewise, Equat ion 19 s impl i f ies to 
N t , x 2  
The simplif ication avoids the necessity of knowing the irradiation time 
and transit t ime of the fuel circulating in the loop. Instead, the f is­
sion-product numbers can be calculated by estimating the fractional irradia­
tion time —, which has upper and lower l imits of 1 and 0, respectively. 
The activity of a f ission product is determined by mult iplying the 
number of f ission-product atoms by the decay constant for that nuclide. 
The activity in the 1iquid-metal fuel of the I  ^ member of any f ission-
product decay chain after continuous loop irradiation for a period of 
t ime T fol lowed by a decay t ime r is given by 
M T . D .  
and the act iv i ty of  the member af ter  loop operat ion through N 
reactor cycles fo l lowed by a decay t ime r is  
Possible Liquid-Metal  Fast-Reactor Fuels 
Numerous l iquid-metal fuels have been proposed with f issionable-
material concentrations ranging from concentrated eutectics to di lute 
solutions. The LAMPRE-1 reactor operating at Los Alamos is fueled with 
a molten piutoni um-i ron eutect i  c having a plutonium concentration of 
approximately 15.6 grams/cm^ (38). Parametric studies of direct-contact 
core systems indicate that a decrease in specif ic power on the total in­
ventory occurs i f  the plutonium concentration of the fuel exceeds 
5 grams/cm^ (39). Several fuels are being studied at Los Alamos Scientif ic 
Laboratory for application in high-performance fast-breeder reactors, 
including p1uton i  um-coba1t-cer i  um al loys with plutonium concentrations to 
8 grams/cm^ (40). 
The prel iminary survey of  a p lutoni  um-fueled fast-breeder reactor 
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completed at Brookhaven National Laboratory indicates that a satisfactory 
breeding ratio would be obtained in a plutonium-bismuth fast reactor i f  
the core volume were l imited to 10 v/o tantalum, the blanket contained a 
high concentration of uranium 238, and the fuel was approximately 8 w/o 
plutonium (41). 
Uranium-bismuth fuels and reactor systems have been studied exten­
sively at Brookhaven National Laboratory in connection with the l iquid-
metal-fuel reactor program. The l imited solubil i ty of uranium in bismuth 
may preclude i ts participation in fast-reactor programs, but uranium-
bismuth should not be entirely disregarded because of the possibi l i t ies 
of increasing the fuel concentrations by using slurries or dispersions. 
The fuels chosen for consideration are plutonium-iron eutectic, 
piutonium-coba1t-cerium a 1loy, plutonium-bismuth solution, and uranium-
bismuth solutions with varying enrichments. The microscopic radiative 
capture and f ission cross sections and specif ic heats of the elements 
comprising the fuels are shown in Table I .  The nuclear properties were 
determined by weighting the core-neutron f lux spectrum of the Enrico 
Fermi fast-breeder reactor (42) with the mult igroup values of radiative 
capture and f ission cross sections tabulated by Yiftah (43) and Joanou (44). 
Although the melt ing points of some elements in Table 1 may exceed the 
maximum cycle temperature experienced by the l iquid-metal fuels, the fuels 
are molten and l iquid-phase specif ic heat values must be used. The speci­
f ic heat of e -phase plutonium was used because the specif ic heat of 
l iquid-phase plutonium has not been determined. This fol lows the recom­
mendation of Kelley (45) who postulates the use of the 8 -phase uranium 
specif ic heat as representative of the specif ic heat of l iquid-state uranium. 
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Table 1.  Nuclear  and thermal  data for  fuel  components 
Component  
radiat ive capture 
cross sect ion 
barns 
f iss ion 
cross sect ion 
barns 
speci f ic  heat  
calor ies/gram-°C 
Fe 0.0066* 0.175^ 
Co 0.0047c 0.153^ 
Ce o.oi63c 0.057^ 
Bi 0.00133 0.039d 
u235 0.3400* 1 .5901* 0.039^ 
u238 0.20353 0.055 la  0.039b 
pu239 0.34583 1.8081a 0.040e 
aYi f  tah (43) .  
4(e l ley (45) .  
c joanou (44) .  
^Tei te l  and Bryner (46) .  
®Dean (47)  .  
The solubi l i ty  of  p lutonium in bismuth increases f rom 8.5 w/o at  
700°C to approximately 22 w/o at  870°C whereas the solubi l i ty  of  uranium 
increases f rom 4.1 w/o to 10.3 w/o in  the same temperature range (46) .  
The fuel  concentrat ions chosen for  the p lutonium-bismuth and uranium-
bismuth solut ions were one-hal f  o f  the f iss ionable mater ia l  so lubi l i t ies 
at  700°C or  4.25 w/o and 2.05 w/o,  respect ively.  The so lubi l i t ies are 
suf f ic ient ly  in  excess of  the f iss ionable mater ia l  concentrat ions chosen 
that  any mechanism tending to decrease the solubi l i t ies,  such as bui ld-up 
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of  f iss ion and corrosion products or  accidental  entrance of  a i r  in to the 
pr imary fuel  system, should not  remove f iss ionable mater ia l  f rom solut ion.  
The low speci f ic  heat  of  l iqu id-metal  fuels requires a large tempera­
ture r ise in the reactor  core,  ranging f rom 300°F for  the proposed LMFR (48)  
to  400 or  420°F for  the proposed advanced LAMPRE or  power-stat ion-s ize 
reactors (49) .  A temperature r ise of  195°C (351°F) was chosen for  th is  
study wi th a maximum cycle temperature of  870°C ( I598°F) which fa l ls  
wi th in the 1500°F to 1800°F fuel  temperature range which Ohlgren et  a l .  
(50)  s tate is  necessary for  the operat ion of  an economical  mol ten-plutonium 
power system. The maximum cycle temperature of  the h ighly concentrated 
p lutoni  um-i  ron fuel  was l imi ted to lower values than the other  more d i lu te,  
less corrosive fuels (40) .  
Some propert ies of  the l iquid-metal  fuels are shown in  Table 2.  Fuel  
power densi ty  is  the f iss ion heat  generat ion per uni t  volume of  fuel  in  
the in-core sect ion of  the loop.  The power densi ty  in  a reactor  core is  
usual ly  based on the tota l  core volume, inc luding coolant  and s t ructura l  
mater ia ls .  Thus the fuel  power densi ty  is  equal  to  power densi ty  d iv ided 
by the volume f ract ion of  fuel  in  the core.  
The speci f ic  power o f  the fuels in  Table 2 is  def ined as the f iss ion 
heat  generat ion in  the loop d iv ided by the f iss ionable mater ia l  inventory 
of  the in-core sect ion of  the loop.  This is  termed core speci f ic  power 
to  d is t inguish i t  from the common 1 y  accepted speci f ic  power based on tota l  
fuel  inventory.  The use of  core speci f ic  power,  which wi l l  be approxi ­
mately two to four  t imes greater  than the speci f ic  power on tota l  inven­
tory,  avoids the necessi ty  of  est imat ing the fuel  inventory in  an unknown 
loop conf igurat ion.  " '  
Table 2.  Propert ies of  l iqu id-metal  fuels 
fuel  compos i t ion 
w/o 
dens! ty  
grams/cm^ cm" '  
lO^n.f 
cm"1  
speci f ic  heat  
cal /gram-°C 
fuel  power 
densi  ty ,  ^ > =  10 '5 
Kw/1i ter  
core speci f ic  
power ,< f>  =10'5 
Kw/kg 
Pu-Fe 
97-5 Pu ; , -39 
2 .5 Fe 16.1a  13.7 71.5 0.0436* 2,302 146.6 
Pu-Co -Ce 
49.3 Pu2 3 9  
40.8 Ce 
9-9 Co 
10.14^ 4.69 22 .8 0.058lb  733 146.6 
Pu-Bi  
4.25 Pu2 3 9  
95.75 Bi  9.47^ 0.39 1.83 0.0394^ 59 146.6 
U-Bi  (100%) 
2.05 U235 
97.95 Bi  9.39^ 0.20 0.78 0.0394b 24 125.3 
U-Bi  (50%) 
1.025 U2 3^ 
1 .025 U2 3 8  
97.95 Bi  
9.39^ 0.17 0.41 0.0394b 13 64.8 
U-Bi  (nat . )  
0-0*5 £{1 
2.035 u2 3 y  
97.95 Bi  
9.39^ 0.13 0.03 0.0394b 1 5 .1 
^Temperature range 480°C to 675°C. 
^Temperature range 675°C to 870°C. 
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The LAMPRE-1 reactor  values of  power densi ty  and speci f ic  power are 
0.33 Mw/ l i ter  and 43.0 wat ts /gram, respect ively,  at  an average fast  neutron 
f lux of  3( lo '^)  neutrons/cm^-sec (49) .  The fuel  power densi ty  in  th is  
reactor ,  which has a 0.50 fuel  volume f ract ion,  is  0.66 Mw/ l i ter  of  fuel .  
The 43.0 wat t /gram speci f ic  power is  the core speci f ic  power because the 
LAMPRE-1 is  not  a c i rculat ing- fuel  reactor .  Fuel  power densi ty  and core 
speci f ic  power o f  the p lutonium-i ron eutect ic  in  Table 2,  at  a reduced 
fast  neutron f lux of  3(10^)  neutrons/cm2-sec,  are 0.69 Mw/ l i ter  and 44 
wat ts /gram, respect ively,  which agree wel l  wi th the LAMPRE-1 values.  
A l l  the previous calculat ions were based on c lean fuels,  but  as the 
fuel  i r radiat ion cont inues other  f iss ionable nucl ides are produced by 
radiat ive capture in  U^38 and Pu^39.  in  plutonium fuels i r radiated in  a 
fast  f lux of  5(10^5) neutrons/cm2-sec wi th .  0.5 the Pu^^O concen-
Tcyde 
t rat ion accounts for  approximately 1.2% of  the tota l  f iss ions in the fuel  
at  the end of  a two-year cont inuous i r radiat ion.  The average contr ibut ion 
of  Pu^^O and h igher p lutonium isotopes is  suf f ic ient ly  smal l  that  thei r  
contr ibut ions to f i  ss ion-product  product ion can be neglected.  
Plutonium 239 resul ts  f rom radiat ive capture in  1)238 fo l lowed by beta 
decay of  1)^39 and Np^39.  The hal f - l i fe  of  U^39 j s  very smal l  re lat ive to 
92 U 2 3 8  i».*/',) 9 2  U 2 3 9  X 93 Np 239 X g4 Pu 235 
23.5 min 2.33 days 94 
the Np239 hal f - l i fe  and the length of  i r radiat ion cycles to be considered 
so the decay of  U^39 wi l l  be assumed to occur instantaneously.  The equa­
t ions for  the number o f  Pu^39 atoms as a funct ion of  t ime and mode of  
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reactor  operat ion can be determined by fo l lowing a uni t  volume of  fuel  
through several  cyc les of  loop operat ion,  then general iz ing the resul ts .  
The resul t ing equat ion for  the number o f  Pu^39 atoms, based on the s impl i ­
f ied decay scheme and cont inuous loop i r radiat ion for  t ime J  ,  is  
N49<T"££e % Nia [<lV*9T|-rg-'&K(25> 
where <*28 = rate of  radiat ive capture cross sect ion to the " tota l "  
cross sect ion of  uranium 238 
= " tota l "  cross sect ion,  the sum of  radiat ive capture and 
f iss ion cross sect ions,  barns 
Ngg = constant  concentrat ion of  uranium 238 atoms, atoms/cm^ 
The number o f  Pu^39 atoms per  uni t  volume present  in  a loop that  has been 
operated through numerous reactor  cycles is  
"fe [< NT") 
"^(^)(,"8"X39Ti,r'(p^^feE^7r)] (26) 
'cycle 
At the end of  two years of  cont inuous loop i r radiat ion in  a fast  f lux 
of  5(10'5)  neutrons/cm2 -sec wi th .  —= 0.5 the f iss ion contr ibut ions in  
Tcycle 
a natural -uranium fuel  would be 10.1% f rom 47.7% f rom U2^ and 42.2% 
f rom Pu2 3 9 .  |n  a 50%-enr iched uranium fuel  under the same i r radiat ion con­
d i t ions the contr ibut ions would be 94.0% f rom U2 3"* ,  3.2% f rom U2^,  and 
2.8% f rom Pu239.  |n  the s l ight ly-enr iched uranium-bismuth fuels the f is-
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sioning of  Pu^-3 3  contr ibutes s igni f icant ly  to the power product ion and 
f iss ion-product  poisoning.  
Act iv i ty  Levels in  L i  quid-Meta 1 Fuels 
The f iss ioning rate in  a uni t  volume of  l iqu id-metal  fuel  is  des­
cr ibed by 
( 2 7 )  
where P = f iss ioning rate,  f iss ions/cm3 -day 
Zf  = macroscopic f iss ion cross sect ion,  cm" '  
wi th the summat ion over a l l  the f iss ionable nucl ides in  the fuel  .  Produc­
t ion of  f iss ion products in  a decay chain is  determined by mul t ip ly ing the 
f iss ioning rate by the f iss ion-product  y ie ld y j  for  the chain being con­
s idered.  F iss ioning in  fuels conta in ing p lutonium and 100%-enr iched ura­
nium occurs in  just  one f iss ionable nucl ide in  each fuel  and the f iss ion-
product  product ion in  these fuels is  g iven by 
Pu- Fe Pi = 6.1775 ( 103) <#>yj49 (z8) 
Pu-Co- Ce Pj = 1.9674 (I03) £yi49 (29) 
Pu - Bi Pi = 1.583 (I02) 4> y|49 (30)  
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U-Bi (100%) F; = 67.7694 <£yi25 (^) 
Fiss ion contr ibut ions f rom a l l  three f iss ionable mater ia ls  must  be 
considered in  the f ract ional ly-enr iched uranium-bismuth fuels.  Contr i ­
but ions f rom U235 and U23® are independent  o f  t ime but  the P u 239 contr i ­
but ion increases l inear ly  wi th t ime,  even over two-year i r radiat ion 
per iods at  fast  f luxes to 5(10*5)  neutrons/cm^-sec.  However,  Equat ions 
15,  19,  23,  and 24 for  the f iss ion-product  numbers and act iv i t ies were 
based on a constant  f iss ion-product  product ion f rom the f iss ionable 
nucl ides in  the fuel  .  The l inear increase in  Pu2 3 9  f iss ion-product  pro­
duct ion can be accommodated by t reat ing the increasing contr ibut ion of  
Pu2 3 9  in  any i r radiat ion per iod as a constant  product ion equal  to  one-
hal f  the product ion value reached at  the end of  the i r radiat ion per iod.  
F iss ion-product  product ion in  the f ract ional ly-enr iched uranium-bismuth 
fuels for  cont inuous i r radiat ion then becomes 
U-Bi (50%) Pi (T)« 33.8847 <F>Y, 25+1.1596 <F>Y\2Q (32)  
+ ^ Y'49 n.7884(h9-1-861 (l° ^ è^L— T)-!.!!87 (KTl8>i>^—(|-E-0.2975T)l 
'cycle 'cycle 
U-Bi (not.) Pj m = 0.4879 <#>yi25 + 23023<£y,28 (33) 
+ <^'49 [>5507 (|-e-|fl6,(|0"®)^y~-T)-2.22l2 tirr (,-,-0.2975 TF] 
cyde fcycle 
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The noncont inuously-operat ing reactor  was chosen to operate on a 
one-week cycle wi th T| r r  = 4.375 days (8 AM Monday to 5 PM Fr iday)  and 
'cool  -  2.625 days,  which is  a shorter  cyc le and lower u t i l izat ion than 
that  of  many research and test  reactors.  Thus the f iss ion-product  act iv i ty  
in  a l iquid-metal  fuel  i r radiated under these condi t ions wi l l  be lower 
than that  expected under actual  reactor  operat ing condi t ions.  The f iss ion-
product  act iv i ty  expected f rom l iquid-metal  fuel  i r radiat ion under actual  
reactor  operat ing condi t ions wi l l  be bounded between the maximum act iv i ty  
calculated for  cont inuous i r radiat ion and the minimum act iv i ty  calculated 
for  the i r radiat ion cycle descr ibed above.  
The concentrat ion of  Pu2 3 9  depends upon the mode of  i r radiat ion.  The 
f iss ion-product  product ion in  f ract ional ly-enr iched uranium-bismuth fuels 
i r radiated through numerous reactor  cycles wi th t | r r  = 4.375 days and 
t c 0 0 |  = 2 .625 days is  
U -Bi (50%) P|(N) = 33.8847 *y,25 + 1.1596 <j> y,28 
N 4- <f> yj 49 l.7784(l-ë
8
'
l42(,
° 
) * j'" cycle 
_.Q t, -2.0825N 
"
e
'
l42
"° VÏÏ ( l-O.I246;8-l42l'°~'9)*!llL ' 
'cycle 
(34)  
U-Bi  (not . )  P,(N) = 0.4879 *yi25 + 2.3023 * y!28 
+ <#>y. 149 3.5507(l-ê8'l42('Ôi9)* f^^Ni (35)  
- 1.6156(10 *8) <f> (— 
'cycle 
-2.0825N 
rl9. t 
• )  
-0. Î2 4658 , 1 4 2*1 0  ^ ^  Irr tcycle_ 
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Solut ion of  the equat ions for  f iss ion-product  numbers and act iv i t ies 
was accompl ished by machine computat ion,  us ing the f iss ion-product  decay-
chain data and independent  chain y ie lds in  Tables 8 and 9.  The f iss ion-
product  act iv i ty  in  p lutonium-cobaI t -cer ium fuel  exper iencing no external  
f iss ion-product  removal  is  shown in  Table 10 and is  p lot ted as Figure 1.  
F iss ion-product  act iv i ty  in  the p1uton i  um-coba1t-cer  i  um saturates rapid ly ,  
reaching 4,189 cur ies / c m 3  of  fuel  fo l lowing 4.375 days of  i r radiat ion or  
approximately 80% of  the saturat ion act iv i ty  of  5,309 cur ies / c m 3 .  | t  
should be noted that  the i  ntegrated- f1ux exposure of  the fuel  is  not  a 
gauge of  the f iss ion-product  act iv i ty .  The in tegrated- f1ux fuel  exposure 
resul t ing f rom cycl ic  reactor  operat ion is  only 62.5% of  the fuel  exposure 
f rom cont inuous i r radiat ion,  but  the f iss ion-product  act iv i ty  f rom cycl ic  
operat ion exceeds 90% of  the cont inuous- i r radiat ion f iss ion-product  act iv i ty .  
Under ident ical  i r radiat ion condi t ions the f iss ion-product  act iv i ty  
per gram of  p lutonium is  constant  in  the p1uton i  um-conta i  n i  ng fuels in­
c luded in  th is  invest igat ion.  This permits the fuels conta in ing p lutonium 
to be descr ibed by a general  f iss ion-product  act iv i ty ,  ^  — ,  where 
<PC Mrr 
fcycle 
C is  the p lutonium concentrat ion in  grams per  cm3  of  fuel .  Curves of  
the general  f iss ion-product  act iv i ty  for  cont inuous and cyc l ic  reactor  
operat ion are shown in  Figure 2 and the data are l is ted in Table 11.  
No s ingle descr ipt ion of  f iss ion-product  act iv i ty  exists between the 
f ract ional ly-enr iched uranium fuels because of  the presence of  three f is­
s ionable species and the t ime-dependent  f iss ion-product  contr ibut ion f rom 
Pu239_ Figure 3 indicates the f iss ion-product  act iv i ty  in  uranium-bismuth 
fuels i r radiated in a fast  f lux of  5(10*5)  neutrons/cm2 -sec wi th 
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Figure 1.  F iss ion-product  act iv i ty  resul t ing f rom cont inuous 
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Figure 2.  General  f iss ion-product  act iv i ty  in  plutonium fuels 
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—— = 0.5,  the same i r radiat ion condi t ions as in  Figure 1.  Uranium-
tcycle 
bismuth fuels exhib i t  the same behavior  as the fuels conta in ing p lutonium, 
but  the f iss ion-product  act iv i ty  is  much less because of  the d i lu te fuel  
concentrat ions.  The ef fect  of  Pu2 3 9  bui ld-up in the natura1-uraniurn-
b ismuth fuel  is  apparent  in  Figure 3-  Dur ing the i r radiat ion per iod be­
tween s ix  months and two years the f iss ion-product  act iv i ty  in  natural -
uranium-bismuth increases approximately 27%, due largely to the increasing 
Pu2 3 9  concentrat ion,  whereas the increase in  f iss ion-product  act iv i ty  in  
100%-enr iched uranium-bismuth is  approximately 3% dur ing the same per iod 
of  t ime.  
Fixed heat  product ion in  a loop requires a to ta l  f iss ioning rate that  
is  independent  of  the fuel  being i r radiated,  ignor ing the minor d i f fer­
ences in  energy re lease per f iss ion of  U2 3^,  U2 3 8 ,  and Pu2 3 9 .  Conse­
quent ly  the tota l  f iss ion-product  act iv i ty  in  the pr imary system of  an 
in-p i  le  loop is  proport ional  to the loop heat  product ion.  Al though 
loops c i rculat ing concentrated fuels have smal l  fuel  volumes wi th h igh 
uni t -volume act iv i t ies and those c i rculat ing d i lu te fuels are character ized 
by larger  fuel  volumes and lower uni t -volume act iv i t ies,  the resul t  of  a 
f ixed heat  product ion is  an invar iant  tota l  system act iv i ty .  In a cont in­
uously i r radiated in-p i  le  loop operat ing at  40 Kw wi th 85% of  the heat  
generat ion f rom fuel  f iss ioning,  the saturated system act iv i ty  is  approxi ­
mately 100,000 cur ies,  which decays to 1,800 cur ies one year af ter  the 
terminat ion of  loop operat ion.  Thus the f iss ion-product  act iv i t ies to be 
expected in  a l iquid-metal  fuel  are approximately 2,941 cur ies per Kw of  
loop f iss ion power dur ing operat ion and 53 cur ies per Kw of  loop f iss ion 
power at  one year fo l lowing the terminat ion of  loop operat ion.  
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In  addi t ion to the radioact iv i ty  of  the f iss ion products,  the fuel  
components a lso become radioact ive.  Those components that  would cause the 
most  concern are Co^ because of  i ts  long hal f  l i fe  and energet ic  gammas 
and Po2 '® because of  i ts  alpha emission.  The f iss ion-product  act iv i t ies in 
the fuels af ter  two years cont inuous i r radiat ion at  a fast  f lux of  5(10*5)  
neutrons/cm2 -sec wi th t  cycle =  ®a r e  shown in  Table 3,  which a lso in­
c ludes the Co^ and Po2 '® act iv i t ies for  the same i r radiat ion condi t ions.  
Table 3•  Fuel  and fuel  component  act iv i t ies [  •  =  5 ( 1 0 *5)  neutrons/cm2 -sec,  
f e  ° ° - 5 1  
Fuel  or  Act iv i ty  Act iv i ty  
component  (  T = 2 years,  r = 0) (  T = 2 years,  r = 1 year)  
cur ies/cm3 cur i  es/cm3 
Pu-Fe 16,669.2 303.6 
Pu-Co-Ce 5,309.0 96.7 
Pu-Bi  427-3 7.8 
U-Bi  (100%) 198.2 3-2 
U-Bi  (50%) 103.8 1 .7  
U-Bi  (nat .  )  10.7 0.2 
Co6 0  0.8 0.7 
Po2 ' °  2-3 0.4 
The contr ibut ion of  Co&O act iv i ty  to the tota l  act iv i ty  in  the re lat ive ly 
concentrated p1uton i  um-coba11-cer  i  um is  smal l  but  the Po2 '® act iv i ty  in  the 
d i lu te plutonium-bismuth and uranium-bismuth fuels cannot  be neglected.  The 
Po2  '  °  act iv i ty  becomes increasingly s igni f icant  as the f iss ion-product  act  i  v-
21 0 i ty  decays fo l lowing i r radiat ion;  one year fo l lowing i r radiat ion the Po 
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Gamma heat ing in  the loop st ructura l  mater ia ls  contr ibutes s igni f i ­
cant ly  to the tota l  heat  product ion.  Al though the gamma heat ing values of  
seven wet ts /g iam in the tanta lum and three wat ts/gram in the Inconel  se­
lected for  th is  study are smal ler  than the gamma heat ing in  some large test  
reactors,  these values are adequate to i l lust rate the d i f f icu l t ies in­
volved wi th gamma heat  removal .  The tota l  gamma heat  produced in  the 
0.065- inch wal l ,  1.5- inch OD Inconel  pressure tube (Rc = O .685 inch,  Rd = 
0.750 inch)  is  4761 Btu/hour per  foot  of  loop.  
fuel 
tantalum 
helium 
Inconel 
thermal — 
insulation 
aluminum 
alloy — 
or 
stainless 
steel 
Figure 4.  Possib le in-core loop sect ion geometry 
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Appl icat ion of  the heat  conduct ion equat ion to a cy l indr ical  e lement 
of  the Inconel  tubing y ie lds Equat ion 36 for  the inward f low of  heat .  
The temperature d is t r ibut ion resul t ing f rom uni form gamma heat ing in  the 
Inconel  tubing is  determined by in tegrat ing Equat ion 36,  which y ie lds 
Gamma heat ing of  three wat ts/gram produces a temperature d i f ference be­
tween wal ls  of  the Inconel  pressure tube,  f rom Equat ion 37,  of  only 2,04°F.  
The gamma heat  f rom Inconel ,  having no other  means of  removal ,  must  cross 
the annu1 us and f low through the tanta lum tubing to the c i rculat ing fuel .  
The temperature wi th in the tanta lum tubing can be descr ibed by 
(36)  
where 
K|n c  = thermal  conduct iv i ty  of  Inconel ,  Btu/hr- f t -°F 
q |  = gamma heat  generat ion in  Inconel ,  wat ts /gram 
/>!  =  densi ty  of  Inconel ,  grams/cm3 
(37)  
(38) 
which integrates to 
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(Rg-I  ( 3 9 )  
Gamma heat  generat ion in  the tanta lum tubing (Ra = 0.2825 inch,  Rb = 
0.3125 inch)  amounts to  8,642 Btu/hour per  foot  of  loop.  Transfer  of  the 
heat  generat ion in  the Inconel  p lus that  in  the tanta lum produces a temp­
erature d i f ference of  1 .81°F between wal ls  of  the tanta lum tubing.  The 
temperature d i f ferences exist ing in the loop mater ia ls  appear ent i re ly  
reasonable,  but  absolute magni tudes of  these temperatures have not  yet  
been determined.  At  the out let  of  the loop,  the bulk fuel  temperature is  
8?0°C (15980F).  An 18.1°F temperature drop between the tanta lum tubing 
and the c i rculat ing fuel  would be required to t ransfer  the approximately 
13,400 Btu/hour of  gamma heat  to  a c i rculat ing fuel  wi th convect ion co­
ef f ic ient  of  2500 Btu/hr- f t z -°F.  The temperature of  the tanta lum in con­
tact  wi th the fuel  Ta  is  then 1616.10F and T& is  1617-9°F.  Radiant  heat  
exchange between two concentr ic  cy l inders is  g iven by Brown and Marco (51)  
and Grciber  e_t  a j_.  (52)  as 
(40) 
where 
a-= Stefan-Bol  tzmann constant  
t  = em!ssiv i ty  
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Using a tanta lum emissiv i ty  of  0.1485 and Inconel  em!ss!v! ty  of  0.34,  
both values f rom Gubaref f  e_t  £ j_.  (53) ,  the temperature of  the inner Inconel  
wal l  required to t ransfer  the Inconel  gamma heat  was determined to be 
2731.2°F,  which exceeds the mel t ing point  of  Inconel .  Using values of  
hel ium thermal  conduct iv i ty  as g iven by Mann and Bia is  (54)  the tempera­
ture of  the Inconel  wal l  fac ing a hel ium-f i l led annul  us would be reduced to 
2177°F which is  s t i l l  undesirably h igh.  The Inconel  wal l  temperature would 
drop to 1829°F in  a hel ium-f i l led annul  us o f  0.050 inch th ickness and to 
1670°F in  an annulus of  0.0125 inch.  The precis ion wi th which a loop must  
be constructed to be f i t ted together wi th such smal l  c learances would 
a lmost  prohib i t  assembly.  
The heat  t ransfer  d i f f icu l ty  caused by the nominal  gamma heat ing of  
three wat ts/gram in Inconel  i l lust rates the need for  a cool ing c i rcui t  in  
the in-core sect ion of  the loop that  is  separate f rom the c i rculat ing fuel .  
I f  the tanta lum tubing of  Figure 4 were bui l t  up to the inner d iameter  of  
the Inconel  by wrapping wi th several  layers of  tanta lum fo i l  to protect  the 
tubing f rom oxidat ion or  contaminat ion by hel ium impur i t ies,  hel ium coolant  
could be c i rculated in  the annulus.  This would a lso permit  the use of  
heated hel ium to mainta in the loop temperature dur ing in i t ia l  star t -up and 
a lso dur ing reactor  shutdown per iods.  The hel ium heat ing elements could 
be located outs ide the loop where they could be replaced i f  element fa i lures 
occurred.  Other possib i l i t ies of  removing the gamma heat  generat ion would 
be to construct  the pressure tube of  several  concentr ic  tubes and pass a 
coolant  between them or  f i l l  the space between the tanta lum and Inconel  wi th 
sodium or  other  mater ia l  to  provide a low thermal  res is tance to the f low of  
gamma heat .  
Linde Super Insulat ion (55)  and Johns-Manvi1 le  Min-Klad Inter lok (56) 
are two of  the h igh- temperature insulat ions avai lable that  might  warrant  
considerat ion for  loop appl icat ion.  Super Insulat ion consists of  layers 
of  ref ractory-metal  fo i ls  held apart  by ceramic spacers and is  designed 
to operate in  a vacuum. The thermal  conduct iv i ty  of  Super Insulat ion,  
under load,  var ies f rom approximately 0.0025 Btu/hr- f t -°F at  a hot-s ide 
temperature of  1400°F to 0.0040 Btu/hr- f t -°F at  2000°F.  Min-Klad Inter lok 
is  a molded insulat ion wi th the insulat ing mater ia l  bonded between heat-
res istant  fac ings at  the hot  and cold sur faces.  Thermal  conduct iv i ty  of  
Min-K 2000 var ies f rom 0.03 Btu/hr- f t -°F at  a mean temperature of  1000°F 
to 0.04 Btu/hr- f t -°F at  a mean temperature of  1400°F.  Both insulat ions 
have a densi ty  of  approximately 20 lb / f t3  and a speci f ic  heat  o f  approxi ­
mately 0.3 Btu/ lb-°F.  
The previous calculat ions of  Inconel  temperature as a funct ion of  
loop geometry were based on the gamma heat  f lowing inward toward the c i r ­
culat ing fuel .  Al though the heat  t ransferred through the insulat ion to 
the loop sur face is  not  large,  i t  must  be known to determine the adequacy 
of  the cool ing fac i l i t ies.  With the outer  sur face of  the Inconel  pressure 
tube at  a maximum temperature of  16?2°F the maximum heat  loss f rom a 5~ 
inch 0D loop insulated wi th Super Insulat ion is  19.8 Btu/hour per  foot  of  
loop (150°F sur face temperature) .  Under ident ical  condi t ions the maximum 
heat  loss through Min-K 2000 is  149.4 Btu/hour per  foot  of  loop.  These 
heat  losses represent  only 0.42% and 3.14% of  the gamma heat  generat ion 
in  the Inconel  and are ins igni f icant  when compared to the tota l  heat  genera­
t ion in  the loop.  
Dur ing reactor  shutdown per iods,  loop operat ion would probably con-
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t inue wi th the temperature mainta ined midway between the in let  and out let  
temperatures ex is t ing dur ing reactor  operat ion.  Heat  input  to the loop 
to balance the d i f ference between the loop heat  losses and the d iminishing 
decay heat  could be provided by c i rculat ing heated hel ium as ment ioned 
ear l ier ,  or  by us ing a heat ing t ransformer in  the l iquid-metal  cool ing sys­
tem to reverse the operat ion of  the heat  exchanger dur ing reactor  shutdown 
per iods.  
Using the thermal  res is tance concept ,  the heat  loss f rom the loop 
dur ing reactor  shutdown per iods is  
Ifluiîi ,V» T»~T<= 
q= I  = bRb/Ro = i  
4TRohftiel 4wKta ZwKHe 2irRbg<Tg->-Tg VTfaTl^Tg) 
In R 
Jfc"Td Jd-Te Te~Tf 
s  hRy/Rç = f rReTlRd 8 8  InRf/p,  
2irKlnc 2*Kinsukrtion 2 aluminum 
C/Rb «ta TfT I  -  '  ;  (41) 
The heat  loss can a lso be wr i t ten as 
"
T
'  m 
K thermal i  
where the thermal  res is tances are the quant i t ies in  the denominator  of  
Equat ion 4 l .  The thermal  res is tances for  the loop mater ia ls  are i temized 
in  Table 4.  I t  can be seen f rom Table 4 that  essent ia l ly  a l l  the res is­
tance to heat  t ransfer  occurs in  the thermal  insulat ion.  The heat  losses 
loop and 118.28 Btu/hr  per  foot  of  loop through Super Insulat ion and 
Min-K 2000,  respect ively,  decreases of  29% and 21% f rom the maximum values 
of  19-8 Btu/hr  per  foot  of  loop and 149.4 Btu/hr  per  foot  of  loop occurr ing 
dur ing reactor  operat ion.  
Table 4.  Thermal  res is tances of  loop mater ia ls  
i  
(res 
mater ia l  
is tancej)5Upe r  jn s  
hr- f t -°F/Btu 
(res!stance,)Min-K 2000 
hr- f t -°F/Btu 
1 c i rculat ing fuel  0.00135 0.00135 
2 tanta lum 0.00019 0.00019 
3 hel ium annul  us 0.01749 0.01751 
4 Inconel  0.00119 0.00119 
5 thermal  insulat ion 90.7396 10.7380 
6 aluminum a l loy 0.00004 0.00004 
Tota 1 90.75986 10.75828 
Thermal  Stress and Heat-Exchange Considerat ions 
One advantage of  the c i rculat ing- fuel  concept  is  that  the nuclear  and 
heat-exchange considerat ions can be sat is f ied independent ly .  Unl ike the 
l imi ted heat  t ransfer  in  the in-core sect ion of  the loop,  a l l  f iss ion and 
gamma heat  must  be t ransferred through the heat-exchanger tubing,  causing 
appreciable temperature d i f ferences across the tubing and large thermal  
s t resses.  Because thermal  s t ress is  one of  the pr inc ipal  l imi tat ions in  
l iquid-metal  heat-exchanger design,  a very s imple conf igurat ion wi l l  be 
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studied in  order to determine thermal  s t ress accurate ly .  Consider  the 
heat  exchanger to  be an extension of  the tanta lum tubing at  the ex i t  of  
the in-core sect ion of  the loop,  surrounded by an annu1 us through which 
sod i  um is  c i rcula ted .  
The temperature d is t r ibut ion through the wal l  o f  a long hol low 
cy l inder is  g iven by Krei th (57)  as 
T(r) = T0 + i .  vR 0  
In Ro/RB 
(43)  
where r  = var iable radius,  inch 
Ra = inner radius,  inch 
Rb = outer  radius,  inch 
Al though Equat ion 43 is  s t r ic t ly  val id  for  radia l  conduct ion only,  the 
ax ia l  conduct ion in  the heat  exchanger is  suf f ic ient ly  smal l  to  permit  
i ts  use.  The thermal  s t ress equat ions as der ived by Timoshenko and 
Goodier  (58)  for  a long hol low cy l inder are 
aE rR2 -Ra 2  fRb r \  
0>0d
""
|R| 
' l|-'R2 Rb2-R02J R.^""  'J  RT a i , , r d r  
m 
aE 
^tangential _J/jR2 
R2 + R02 fRb fR 
rb 2- rav RaT(r)rdr+y RaT(r)rdr- R
2T(R) (45)  
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°axialÎRÎ = (î~7) (r)rdr-T(R) (46) 
where d  = coef f ic ient  of  thermal  expansion,  F~'  
E = modulus of  e last ic i ty ,  ps i  
V =  Poisson's rat io  
Combining the temperature d is t r ibut ion equat ion wi th the equat ions for  
thermal  s t ress and in tegrat ing y ie lds the fo l lowing equat ions.  
'radial 
(R) = aE'T°-^> 
( l -y)  R 2 In Rb/Rt 
(47) 
<r mv aE(T°"Tb) tangential (R> (|_y) R2 _^_(,+ l»" /Ra)-^±^ 2 In b/p 2 (R^ Ra  )  
(48) 
2 lnRb/, 
(1+2 In /Rn) -
Ra 
Rb2 R2 
Rb2 -Ra2  
(49) 
The Hencky-von Mises theory was used to determine the st ress resul t ing f rom 
the combined loading,  as g iven by 
2 2 2 2 
2 <rm = (oYodial-ortang.) ^tang.-°axlal ) ^axial — °"radla|) (50) 
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The st ress resul t ing f rom the combined loading is  
(51) 
1 + 2 In R/Ro +3(Ro/R)2 2 
4(l-Ro2/Rb2)inRb/Ro 
Thermal  s t ress in  the heat-exchanger tubing can be re lated d i rect ly  to 
the heat  f lux by making the fo l lowing subst i tut ion in  Equat ion 51• 
of  tanta lum in the temperature range 124?°F to 1598°F were obta ined f rom 
Hampe 1 (59) .  The thermal  s t resses per uni t  temperature d i f ference in  a 
0.625- inch 0D, 0.030- inch wal l  tanta lum tube as a funct ion of  tubing radius 
are shown in  Table 5.  The tangent ia l  and ax ia l  st resses are equal  a t  both 
tube wal ls ,  in  the absence of  pressure st resses,  and vary f rom maximum 
compressive st resses at  the hot ,  inner wal l  to  maximum tensi le  st resses at  
the cooler ,  outer  wal l .  A maximum st ress of  2580 ps i  would be produced in  
the 0.625- inch 0D, 0.030- inch wal l  tanta lum tubing wi th a temperature 
d i f ference of  30°F between tube wal ls ,  which is  equivalent  to a heat  
2 f lux of  493,400 Btu/hr- f t  .  These values agree wel l  wi th the average 
thermal  s t ress of  2800 ps i  a t  30.6°F and 460,000 Btu/hr- f t^  heat  
To-Tb=(t/Amron) (52)  
Average values of  24.3(10^)  ps i  for  the modulus of  e last ic i ty ,  8(10 ^)  
C"1  for  the coef f ic ient  of  thermal  expansion,  and 0.35 for  Poisson's rat io  
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f lux in the LAMPRE-1 reactor  core,  as reported by G lasstone (38) .  A l l  
subsequent  ca lculat ions wi l l  be based on a maximum 30°F steady-state 
temperature d i f ference between the tanta lum heat-exchanger- tub i  ng wal ls .  
Table 5 • Thermal  s t resses in  tanta lum tubing at  1422°F 
O" rad i  a 1 <T tanq .  cr ax ia l  ± <r m 
R Ta~Tb Ta-Tb Ta-Tb Ta-Tb 
i  nch ps i /  F ps i / °F psi /°F psi /°F 
0.2825 0.0 -  86.0 -  86.0 86.0 
0.2875 -  1 .2  
-  55.9 -  57.1 55.3 
0.2925 -  1.9 -  26.8 -  28.7 26.0 
0.2975 -  2.1 + 1.3 -  0.8 3.2 
0.3025 -  1.8 + 28.4 + 26.6 29.4 
0.3075 - 1 . 1  + 54.7 + 53.6 55.3 
0.3125 0.0 + 80.2 + 80.2 80.2 
Numer ical  analys is  was used to determine the heat-exchanger length 
required for  the var ious coolant  condi t ions considered.  This permit ted 
the use of  var iable convect ion coef f ic ients and heat-exchanger- tubing 
thermal  conduct iv i ty  wi thout  involv ing the mathemat ic  complexi ty  of  an 
exact  so lut ion.  The heat  exchanger s tudied was a s imple tube and shel l  
type wi th sodium f lowing in  the annul  us between the 0.875- inch ID outer  
shel l  and the 0.625- inch 0D tanta lum tubing.  Heat-exchanger parameters 
were determined for  a heat  t ransfer  of  40 Kw and maximum temperature drop 
in  the tubing of  30°F,  wi th the b ismuth in let  temperature of  870°C (1598°F) 
and out let  temperature of  675°C (1247°F).  Bismuth was chosen because i t  
is the only fuel component with enough physical and thermal propert ies 
reported to calculate the temperature-variable fuel convection coeff icient, 
The heat-exchanger length was divided into segments, with the two seg­
ments at the heat-exchanger inlet and outlet one-half the length of the 
remaining nine segments in order to describe the entrance effects more 
adequately. 
The numerical analysis procedure was as fol lows: 
1. Determine the fuel temperature and fuel convection coeff icient 
in each heat-exchanger segment. 
2. Choose the temperature r ise desired in the coolant and estimate 
the coolant and heat-exchanger-tubing temperatures in each seg­
ment, keeping in mind the maximum temperature drop of 30°F 
through the tubing. 
3. Determine the tubing thermal conductivi ty and coolant convection 
coeff icient in each segment from the estimated temperatures. 
4. Estimate the heat-exchanger length and correct the convection 
coeff icients for inlet effects. 
5. Calculate the total thermal resistance between the fuel and cool­
ant for each segment and determine the corresponding fuel-to-
coolant temperatures from the estimated temperatures of Steps 1 
and 2. 
6. Determine the heat transfer per unit  length in each segment and 
normalize the sum of these values to the total heat transfer 
occurring in the exchanger. 
7- Calculate the rate of heat transfer through each segment, then 
calculate the temperature change occurring in the fuel and coolant 
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per segment, and the average fuel and coolant temperature in 
each segment. 
8. Determine the average fuel=to=coolant temperatures from the data 
of Step 7 and calculate the heat-exchanger-tubing temperature 
drop in each segment. 
Completion of the f i rst analysis wi l l  probably indicate that the estimated 
heat-exchanger length, coolant temperatures, and heat-exchanger tubing 
temperatures do not agree with the calculated values and that the maximum 
temperature drop in the heat-exchanger tubing is not 30°F. I t  is then 
necessary to repeat the analysis unti l  the estimated and calculated values 
coincide and the maximum temperature drop of 30°F in the heat-exchanger 
tubing is satisf ied. 
The convection coeff icients for bismuth were determined from a modi­
f ied Lyon-Mart inel1i equation as proposed by Dwyer (60). 
Nu , 7 + 0.025 Pel0'8 (53) 
wi th 
where 
6m = eddy dif fusivity for 
V = kinematic viscosity, 
The convection coeff icient for heat 
momentum transfer, f t^/hr 
f t2 /hr 
transfer through the inner wall  of an 
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annulus was calculated from the fol lowing equation proposed by Dwyer and 
Tu (61) .  
N u , =  a, + Pe)8' ( 5 4 )  
where 
Nu • t  D #  *  Dg —  D| 
a | = 4.63 + 0.686y 
= 0.02154 -0.000043y 
8| « 0.752 + O.OI657y -0.000883y2 
> » r2 /r, 
With an inner-annulus diameter of 0.625 inch and outer- annul us diameter of 
0.875 inch, the values of equivalent diameter and y are 0.25 inch and 1.40, 
respectively. The substi tut ion of y = 1.40 in Equation 54 yields 
- 0.77347 
Nu, » 5.5904 + 0.02l48(t Pe) (55) 
Propert ies of sodium were obtained from Thomson and Garel is (62) and the 
entrance effects on the coolant side of the heat exchanger were estimated 
from recent results of heat transfer to turbulent, in- l ine f low of mercury 
through a tube bank (63). I t  is recognized that the entrance-effects data 
for mercury are not accurate for sodium but they were used due to the lack 
of any better information. 
The numerical-analysis procedure is outl ined in Table 6 for a heat 
exchanger with coolant r ise of 275°F. The estimated total heat-exchanger 
length is 2.05 f t .  with an inlet coolant temperature of I04],2°F and 
velocity of 4.50 fps. 
The heat-exchanger length required to transfer 40 Kw as a function 
of the coolant f low condit ions is shown in Table 7• Table 7 indicates 
that the heat exchanger for a 40 Kw in-pi le loop can be made very com­
pact i f  attention is paid to the coolant f low condit ions. Because the 
coolant inlet would probably be baff led to avoid impingement of al l  the 
coolant f low directly on the heat-exchanger tubing, a sl ightly larger 
heat-transfer surface might be required. 
A majori ty of the fuel-to-coolant temperature drop occurs in the fuel 
convection layer. The fuel velocity and convection coeff icient could be 
increased by constructing the heat exchanger of several small  tubes in 
paral lel.  The advantages of this approach must be weighed against the 
capabil i t ies of the pump at a higher system pressure drop and the increased 
complexity and possibi l i ty of fai lure in the numerous welds. 
Of the six coolant f low condit ions studied, the sodium temperature 
r ise of 425°F causes the most severe axial thermal gradient in the heat 
exchanger tubing. A maximum radial heat transfer of 8,638 Btu/hour occurs 
in the segment of the heat exchanger at the coolant inlet.  The corres­
ponding axial heat transfer into this segment is 4.13 Btu/hour, which is 
insignif icant. 
Table 6. Numerical-analysis procedure for coolant temperature r ise of 275°F 
h f u e l  
B t u / h r - f t 2 - ° F  
^ c o o 1  a n t  
B t u / h r - f t 2 - ° F  
^ t h e r m a 1  
B t u - f t - ° F  
h r  
E s t i m a t e d  
t e m p .  d i f f  
° F  
a 
1 
B t u / h r - f t  
q 
B t u / h r  
T a v e B i  
° F  
T a v e N a  A T  
° F  ° F  
1  
CM 
3 1 , 4 5 0  0 . 0 0 3 3 6 9 7  2 0 5 . 7 5  3 0 , 5 2 9 . 4  6 , 2 6 9 . 3  1 2 5 5 . 2 6  1 0 4 9 . 5 1  2 0 5 . ' / 5  
2  2 4 5 1 . 9  1 7 , 1 8 5  0 . 0 0 3 5 1 8 5  2 1 1 . 4 9  6 0 , 1 0 8 . 0  1 2 , 3 4 3 . 3  1 2 7 9 . 7 4  1 0 6 6 . 2 8  2 I I . 1 9  
3  2 4 5 8 . 5  1 3 , 5 9 1  0 . 0 0 3 6 0 4 2  2 1 9 . 0 0  6 0 , 7 6 2 . 4  1 2 , 4 7 7 . 7  1 3 1 2 . 2 6  1 0 9 3  . 2 7  2 1 9 . ( 0  
4  2 4 6 5 . 1  1 1 , 4 5 5  0 . 0 0 3 6 7 8 7  2 2 6 . 4 4  6 1 , 5 5 4 . 3  1 2 , 6 4 0 . 3  1 3 4 5 . 0 2  1  1  1 8 . 5 8  2 2 6 . 1 4  
5  2 4 7 1 . 7  1 1 , 2 3 2  0 . 0 0 3 6 8 0 9  2 3 3 . 8 7  6 3 . 5 3 6 . 0  1 3 , 0 4 7 . 2  1 3 7 8 . 3 6  1 1 4 4 . 4 9  2 3 3 - 8 7  
6  2 4 7 8 . 3  1 1 , 1 8 4  0 . 0 0 3 6 7 4 8  2 4 1 . 3 8  6 5 , 6 8 5 . 2  1 3 , 4 8 8 . 5  1 4 1 2 . 6 3  1 1 7 1  . 2 5  2 4 1  . 3 8  
7  2 4 8 4 . 9  1 1 , 1 3 6  0 . 0 0 3 6 6 7 8  2 4 8 , 9 5  6 7 , 8 2 4 . 4  1 3 , 9 3 8 . 1  1 4 4 7 . 8 6  1 198.89 2 4 8 . S 5  
8  2 4 9 1 . 5  1 1 , 0 8 8  0 . 0 0 3 6 6 1 8  2 5 6 . 5 6  7 0 , 0 6 3 . 9  1 4 , 3 8 7 . 7  1 4 8 3 . 8 6  1 2 2 7 . 3 0  2 5 6 . 5 6  
9  2 4 9 8 . 1  1 1 , 0 4 0  0 . 0 0 3 6 5 5 8  2 6 4 . 1 1  7 2 , 2 4 4 . 1  1 4 , 8 3 5 . 4  1 5 0 2 . 8 8  1 2 5 6 . 7 7  2 6 4 . 1 1  
1 0  2 5 0 4 . 7  1 0 , 9 9 2  0 . 0 0 3 6 4 9 9  2 7 1 . 9 4  7 4 , 5 0 6 . 2  1 5 , 2 9 9 . 9  1 5 5 9 . 0 3  1 2 8 7 . 0 9  2 7 1  . 5 4  
1 1  2 5 0 8 . 0  1 0 , 9 4 4  0 . 0 0 3 6 4 7 1  2 7 7 . 8 6  3 8 , 0 9 3 . 3  
6 6 4 , 9 5 7 . 2  
7 , 8 2 2 . 6  
1 3 6 , 5 5 0 . 0  
1 5 8 8 . 2 0  1 3 1 0 . 3 4  2 7 7 . 8 6  
L - - 277.86[§a] 
= 2.0535 f t .  -  30.0° f 
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Table 7- Heat-exchanger length and coolant f low condit ions 
coolant coolant coolant coolant tantalum tantalum 
' inlet Tou t iet ^ ATjn je t  A ^outlet ^ 
F °F F fps °F °F f t  
997.4 1422.4 425 2 .920 30.0 18.75 2.358 
1000.7 1351.7 351 3.522 30.0 26.36 2.008 
1002 .5 1318.6 316 3.882 30.0 30.0 1.883 
1043.2 1318.2 275 4.500 24.88 30.0 2.054 
1117.0 1317.0 200 6.217 15.96 30.0 2.501 
1189.5 1314.5 125 10.020 7.15 30.0 3.413 
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SUMMARY 
The areas of f ission-product act ivi ty, heat transfer, and materials 
were investigated for the prel iminary planning of a high-temperature 
ci  rculat i  ng-1iqu i  d-meta1-fuel in-pi le loop. Equations for the f ission-
product numbers and act ivi t ies in a circulat ing fuel were derived from 
equations exist ing in the l i terature for the growth and decay of f ission 
products result ing from one reactor operation and shutdown cycle. These 
equations were derived for continuous loop irradiat ion and for the more 
real ist ic loop irradiat ion in a reactor operating on a periodic cycle. 
The propert ies of several l iquid-metal fuels were calculated and the 
f ission-product act ivi t ies in these fuels were determined for both the 
continuous and noncontinuous modes of reactor operation. Gamma heat 
effects on the in-core loop section geometry and the suitabi l i ty of 
commercial hi  gh-temperature thermal insulat ions for in-pi le loop applica­
t ion were investigated. Calculat ions pertaining to the out-of-pi le por­
t ion of the loop were l imited to the determination of thermal stress in 
the heat exchanger and the effect of coolant f low condit ions on the 
required heat-exchanger length. 
The saturated f ission-product act ivi ty in a circulat ing plutonium-
cobalt-cerium fuel (5 grams/cm^ Pu^39) i rradiated in a fast f lux of 5( '0'5) 
neutrons/cm^-sec with a fract ional irradiat ion t ime — = 0.5 would be 
•cycle 
approximately 5,310 curies per cm3 of fuel and would decay to approximately 
100 curies per cm^ of fuel one year fol lowing two years of continuous loop 
h  l a u i a u u n ,  i  n e  b c i t u i d u c u  d c  l  i  v i  ty in t n e  i  i  qu i  a -meta i  rue i  s would be 
approximately 2,940 curies per Kw of loop f ission power and the corres­
ponding act ivi ty at one year fol lowing two years of continuous irradiat ion 
would be approximately 53 curies per Kw of loop f ission power. Contr i­
butions to the total fuel act ivi ty from the fuel components and f issionable 
nucl ides produced by radiat ive capture are small  except in the di lute 
fuels. 
The in-core loop section can be constructed compactly with avai lable 
thermal insulat ion that l imits the loop-surface heat loss to low values. 
Gamma heating in the in-core pressure tube cannot be satisfactori ly 
removed by conduction and radiat ion in a gas-f i l led annulus. Instead, the 
in-core loop section wi l l  require a cool ing system separate from the cir­
culat ing fuel. A secondary circulat ing coolant could also be used to pro­
vide loop heating during reactor shutdown periods, f ine temperature con­
trol during operation, and a means of detecting primary system fai lure. 
Loop heating during reactor shutdown periods could also be provided by a 
heating transformer in the l iquid-metal cool ing system to reverse the 
operation of the heat exchanger when necessary. 
Thermal stress in the tantalum heat exchanger is 2580 psi at an aver­
age tantalum temperature of 772°C (1422°F) and temperature drop of 30°F 
through the tubing. With a maximum tubing stress of 2580 psi,  the length 
of a simple tube-and-she11 heat exchanger required to transfer 40 Kw is 
less than two feet. The compactness of a l iquid-metal loop thus becomes 
dependent on the size of the pump and other necessary auxi l iary components. 
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Table 8. Decay chains and f ission-product decay constants 
decay chain decay chain decay chain decay chain 
member 1 member 2 member 3 member 4 
1 As 77 
4.2986(10"') day" 
2 Ge78 
7.9217 day"1  
3 As 79 
1.1090(102) day"* 
4 Se80  
0 
,81 5 Se 
5.4247(10')  day-1 
6 Se82 
0 
7 Br83 
6.9315 day"' 
8 Kr83 
0 
9 Se84 
3.0247(10%) day"' 
10 Br®5 
3.3271(10%) day-1 
11 Kr°5 
1.7915(10-4) day-'  
Se77 
0 
1 1.0969(10') day - 1  
Se79m 
2.5659(10%) day"'  
Br 81 
Kr83m 
8.7555 day"'  
Br84  
3.1388(10') day" 
Kr85m 
3.7808 day-1 
Rb85 
0 
78 Se 
0 
Se79 
0 
Kr83 
0 
Kr84 
0 
Rb85 
0 
1 2  K r  86 
13 Br8? 
1.0989(10:) day-1 
1 4  Kr88  
5.9413 day-1 
Kr87 Rb87 
1.2797(10') day"'  0 
Rb88  Sr88  
5.6075(10') day"'  0 
69 
laDie ô vuoncinoea; 
decay chain decay chain decay chain decay chain 
I member I member 2 member 3 member 4 
15 Kr89 
3.1192(102) day"' 
Rb89 
6.4814(10') day - 1  
Sr89 
1.3725(10-2) day"1  
y89 
0 
16 Rb90 
3.6968(10*) day"' 
Sr90 
6.7821(10-5) day"1  
y90 
2.5871(10-')  day"' 
Zr90 
0 
17 Rb91 
8.3178(102)  day"' S r 9 !  1.7150 day'1  
y91 
1.1950(10"%) day"' 
Zr9' 
0 
18 Sr92 
6.1613 day"1  
Y92 
4.6210 day - 1  
Zr9% 
0 
19 Sr93 
1.2635(102) day 
Y93 
1.6151 day"1  
Zr93 
0 
20 Sr94 
7.6780(10%) day"1  
y94 
4.9907(10') day"1  
zr94 
0 
21 Y95 
9.9814(10') day"' 
Zr95 
1.0663(10-2) day"1  
Nb95 
1.9804(10"%) day"1  
mo95 
0 
22 Zr96 
0 
23 Zr97 
9.7856(10"')  day"1  
Nb97 
1.3673(10!) day"1  
ho97 
0 
24 Ho97 
0 
25 Nb98  
1.9195(10') day"' 
Mo98 
0 
26 
°
l
 
oo
 
27 Ho99 
2.5015(10-')  day"1  
tc99m 
2.7726 day"1  
Tc99 
0 
28 o
 
o
 
29 Mo1 0 '  
6.8365(10') day" 
Tc 'O1  
7.1295(10') day"1  
Ru101  
0 
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Table 8 (Continued) 
decay chain 
member 1 
decay chain 
member 2 
decay chain 
member 3 
decay chain 
member 4 
30 
31 
32 
33 
35 
Mo102 
8.6794(101) day"'  
Ru ,Q3 
1.7459(10-2) day-1 
Ru 
0 
104 
Tc'°5 
1.1090(102) day" 
34 Ru 106 
.8802(10-3) day-1 
Ru'07  
2.1699(102) day 
36 Pd 108 
Ru 102 
RH'03m 
1.7511(101) day - '  
RU'05 
3.7383 day"'  
Pd106 
0 
Rh1°7  
4.5370(10') day"'  
Rh '03 
0 
Rh'05 
4.6210(10-') day"'  
Pd '  07 
0 
Pd'05 
0 
37 Pd109 
1.2415 day-'  
38 Pd 110 
Ag 
0 
109 
39 Pd111 
4.3397(10') day-1 
40 Pd 
43 
44 
112 
A91" .  
9.1203(10-2) day" 
Ag 112  
7.9217(10-1) day"'  5.1986 day - '  
41 Ag 113 
3.1388 day"'  
42 Ag 114 
Cd 116  
0 
Cd"3 
0 
Cd 
4 . 9 9 0 7 ( 1 0 % )  day"'  o  
Ag"5 
4.7530(10') day-1 
Cd 
114 
U5 
Cd 
0 
1 1 1  
Cd 1 '2 
0 
In 115m 
3.1387(10"') day"'  3.6886 day"'  
m ' ' S  
0 
v. 
laDie o (Continued) 
decay chain 
member 1 
decay chain 
member 2 
decay chain 
member 3 
decay chain 
member 4 
45 Cd117m 
5.5452 day - '  
46 Cd11® 
3.3271(10') day-'  
47 In' '9 
5.7036(10') day"'  
48 Sn '20 
0 
49 Sn12  '  
6.0493(10"') day"'  
50 Sn '22 
0 
51 Sn'23  
5.0966(10-3) day"'  
52 Sn '24 
0 
53 Sn '25 
7.2203( 10 )  day-'  
54 Sn '26 
1.9963(10') day-'  
55 Sn '27 
8.7556 day"'  
56 Sn'28 
1.7511(10') day"'  
57 Sb '29 
3.6164 day"'  
58 Sn'30 
3.8390(102) day-'  
59 Sb '3 '  
4.3397(10') day-'  
Cd"7 
1.9963(10') day"'  
In"® 
2.2181(102) day"'  
Sn "9 
0 
Sb 
0 
1 2 1  
Sb 126 
Sb 128 
Sb'30 
1.4058(102) day"'  
Te'3 '  
4.1589(10') day-'  
In' '7m 
8.3178 day"'  
Sn 
0 
118 
Sb'23 
0 
Sb'25 
9.4950(10-4) day'1  
Te '25 
0 
1.8484 day"'  
Sb '27 
1.8280(10"') day"'  
Te 
0 
Te 
126 
127 
.7888 day" 
Te 128 
9.6906(10') day"'  0 
Te'29 ,'29 
1.3863(10') day-'  0 
Te 
0 
130 
Sn" 7 
0 
127 
l '3 '  
8.6106(10-2) day"'  
Xe'3  '  
0 
72 
Table 8 (Continued) 
decay chain 
i member I 
decay chain 
member 2 
decay chain 
member 3 
decay chain 
member 4 
60 
6 1  
c>2 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
74 
Sb '32 
4.7530(102) day"'  
Xe '32 
0 
Te133m 
1.9195(10') day"'  
Xe-33 
1.3153(10-') day"'  
Te134 
2.3212(10') day-'  
, 135  
2.4829 day"'  
Cs '35 
0 
,  136 
6.9637(102) day"'  
Xe '36 
0 
Xe'37 
2.5593(10 ) day - 1  
Xe'38 
5.8714(10') day"'  
Xe '39 
I .4607(103) day"'  
72 Cs 140 
9.0740(102) day"'  
73 Ba 141 
5.5452(10') day"'  
Ba'42 
9.9814(10') day"'  
Te'32 , '32 
2.1604(10"') day"'  7-2329 day"1  
133 Xe '33 
7.9978(10"') day"'  I .3'53(10"') day"'  
Cs '33 
0 
134 
Xe '35 
1.8082 day"'  
Xe '36 
0 
Cs '37 
6.3300(10-5) day"'  
Cs '38 
3.0998(10') day"'  
Cs '39 
1.0507(102) day"'  
Ba'40 
5.4152(10-2) day"'  
La'4' 
4.3778 day"1  
La"* 
1.2323(10') day" 
Xe 134 
1 .9012(10') day"'  0 
Cs '35 
0 
Ba '37m 
3.8838(10%) day-'  
Ba'38 
0 
Ba '39 
1.2026(10') day-'  
La'^0 
4.1382(10"'  )  day" 
Ce'41 
2.1005(10-2) day"'  
Ce'42 
Xe 132 
Cs '33 
0 
Ba '37 
0 
La'39 
0 
Ce 140 
Pr '41 
0 
73 
Table 8 (Continued) 
decay chain 
member 1 
decay chain 
member 2 
decay chain 
member 3 
decay chain 
member 4 
75 La143 
5.5452(10') day"' 
76 Ce '44 
2.4755(10-3) day" '  
77 Ce 145 
3-3271(102 )  day" '  
78 Ce1 4 6  
7.1808(10')  day"1  
79 Nd'47 
6.2446(10-2)  day"1  
80 Nd'48 
0 
81 Nd '49 
8.3178 day"1  
82 Nd1 5 0  
0 
83 Nd^1  
7.6780(10')  day" '  
84 Sm'52 
0 
85 Sm ,53 
3.5394(10-')  day" '  
86 Sm'54 
0 
87 Sm'55 
4.1589C01)  day"' 
88 Sm'56 
1.8484 day - 1  
89 EU'57 
1.0802 day" 
Ce143 Pr'43 
5.0410(10-')  day-'  5-0595(I0"2)  day"' 
Nd'43 
0 
Pr 144 Nd 
0 
Nd 
0 
5.7364(10') day"1  
Pr'45 
2.7912 day - 1  
Pr 146 
4.0907(10') day-'  
Pm'47 ,  
7.3038(10-4) day"' 0 
144 
145 
Nd'46 
0 
Sm 147 
Pm'49 Sm'49 
3.1328(10-t) day"1  0 
Pm'51 Sm1^1  
5.8576(10-*) day"1  2.3737(10"5) day" 
Eu'53 
0 
Eu'55 Gd155 
4.7475(10-4) day"1  0 
EU'56 Gd'56 
4.5010(10-2) day"1  0 
Gd'57 
Eu15' 
0 
74 
Table 8 (Continued) 
decay chain de ay chain decay chain decay chain 
i  member I mei. iber 2 member 3 member 4 
90 Eu158  Gd'58 
1.6636(10') day"' 0 
91 Gd '59 Tb '59 
9.2420(10-1) day"' 0 
92 Gd'60  
0 
75 
Table 9• Independent f ission-product decay-chain yields3  
f ission 
product hal f- ! i re 
25 
Yl 
28 ' i  49 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 1  
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2 1  
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
As77 
Ge78 
As79 
Se80 
Se8 1  
I 
I 
Rb90 
Rb91 
Sr92 
Sr93 
Sr94 
Y95 
Zr96 
Zr97 
MO97 
Nb98 
Mo98 
Mo99 
MolOO 
s i s  
E® 
Te'05 
Ru 106 
RU'°7 
38.7 hr 0.0002 0.00022 
2.1 hr 0.00034 0.0004 
9.0 mi n 0.00068 0.0001^ 0.00068 
stable 0.0011 0.000l8b  0.00105 
18.4 min 0.0021 0.0003b 0.0016 
stable 0.0038 0.0005^ 0.0023 
2 .4 hr 0.0070 0.0040 0.00084 
stable 0.00256 
3.3 min 0.0115 0.0085 0.0047 
3.0 mi n 0.0170 0.0090 0.00493 
10.6 yr 0.0015 0.00127 
stable 0.0210 0.0138 0.00820 
54.5 sec 0.0280 0.0180 0.0106 
2.8 hr 0.0350 0.0230 0.0142 
3 2 min 0.0440 0.0290 0.0175 
2.7 min 0.0500 0.0344b 0.0220 
72 .0 sec 0.0560 0.0440b  0.0243 
2.7 hr 0.0600 0.0450b 0.0314 
7.9 min 0.0630 0.0500 0.0397 
1.3 min 0.0620 0.0530 0.0448 
10.0 min 0.0620 0.0570 0.0503 
stable 0.0620 0.0590 0.0517 
17.0 hr 0.0610 0.0600 0.0520 
stable 0.0015 
52.0 min 0.0020 
stable 0.0600 0.0620 0.0560 
66.5 hr 0.0610 0.0630 0.0600 
stable 0.0580 0.0640 0.0640 
14.6 min 0.0500 0.0650 0.0590 
11.5 min 0.0420 0.0650 0.0590 
39-7 day 0.0300 0.0660 0.0567 
stable 0.0190 0.0480b  0.0593 
9.0 min 0.0100 0.0370b 0.0550 
1 .01 yr 0.0061 0.0290b»c 0.0457 
4.6 mln 0.0035 0.0130b 0.0360 
aUnless otherwise noted, data from Katcoff  (36).  
bW. H. Walker (64).  
CR. N. Keller et,  aj_. (65) .  
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Tab le  9 (Continued)  
f i ss ion  
produc t  na i f - l i f e  y $  y .  y .  
25 28 49 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
ÎM'09 
Kl"  
Sm*52 
SIS 
Sml55 
Sm'56 
Eu'58 
Gd *59 
Gd'60 
13.9 min  0.0350 0.0330b 0.0260 
11.1 day 0.0230 0.0280b 0.0207 
stable 0.0170 0.0244b 0.0173 
2.0 hr 0.0110 0.0210 0.0132 
stable 0.0080 0.0130b 0.0105 
13.0 min  0.0052 0.0090b 0.0080 
stable 0.0035 0.0060b 0.0062 
47.0 hr 0.0021 0.0041 0.0048 
stable 0.0011 0.0022b 0.0033 
24.0 min  0.0005 0.0013b 0.0023 
9.0 hr 0.00025 0.00071 0.0016 
15.4 hr 0.0013 0.00035b 0.0011 
60.0 min  0.00017b 0.0007 
18.0 hr 0.00044 
stable 0.00022 
Total 2.000 2.000 2.000 
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APPENDIX B 
Table 10. Ru-Co-Ce f ission-product act ivi ty [  <#> = 5(10*5) f  -2î£I— = 0.5] of Figure 1 
f cycle 
T, r  
d, d 
activi ty 
cur ies/cm3 
T, r  
d, d 
activi ty 
curi  es/cm3 
N ,  
weeks, 
r activi ty 
d euri es/cm3 
N ,  T 
weeks, d 
activi  ty 
curi  es/cm3 
7,0 4.347 103) 364,0 5.244 103) 1,0 4.189(103) 3.350(10%) 52,0 4.785(103) 8.577(102)  
14,0 4.559 103) 364,7 8.994 102)  2,0 4.341(103)  4.466(I02)  52,7 5 .  972(10%) 
21,0 4.671 m3)  364,14 6.885 102)  3,0 4.417(103) 5 .097(1O2)  52,14 4.462(I02)  
28,0 4.745 103) 364,196 1 .213 102)  4,0 4.466(103) 5 .533( 102)  52,196 7.636(10*) 
84,0 5.004 103)  364,364 6.485 l o i )  12,0 4.633(103) 7.094(102)  "2,364 4.067(10') 
140,0 5.107 103)  546,0 5.283 103) 20,0 4.699(103) 7.729(10^) 78,0 4.810(103) 8.823(I02)  
182,0 5.135 ID3) 546,7 9.381 102)  26,0 4r
 
73
 
00
 
0
 
V
) 
00
 
0
 1
 
78,7 6.214(10%) 
182,7 8.122 102)  546,14 7.264 102)  26,7 5.422(102)  78,14 4.700(10%) 
182,14 6.050 102)  546,196 1.459 102)  26,14 3.936(1O2)  78,196 9.177(10') 
182,21 4.991 102)  546,364 8.302 101)  26,21 3.214(102)  78,364 5.205(10*) 
182,28 4.297 102)  728,0 5.309 103) 26,28 2.753(102)  104,0 4.826(103) 8.981(102)  
182,112 1.563 102)  728,7 9.631 102)  26,112 9.884(10*) 104,7 6.371(10%) 
182,196 8.344 101)  728,14 7.510 102)  26,196 5.258(10*) 104,14 4.854(10%) 
182,280 5.383 101)  728,196 1 .637 102)  26,280 3.383(10*) 104,196 1 .023( io2)  
182,364 3.955 101)  728,364 9.668 i o ' )  26,364 2.482(10*) 104,364 6.061(10*) 
Table 11. Genera 1 Pu-fuel f ission-product act ivi ty of Figure 2 in curies/gram of Pu/unit neutron f lux 
T, T 
d, d 
general 
activity 
T, T 
d, d 
genera 1 
act iv i ty 
N , 
weeks, 
T general 
d activity 
N ,  T 
weeks, d 
genera 1 
activi ty 
7,0 3.48(1Ô1 3)  364,0 4.20 lO*3) 1,0 3.35(10*3 2.68(10*4) 52,0 3.83(l5*3)  6.86(1014) 
14,0 3.65(10*3) 364,7 7.20 lo14) 2,0 3.47(10*3 -14 3 - 5 7 ( 1 0 )  52,7 4.78(l61 4)  
21 ,0 3.74(10*3) 364,14 5.51 1Ô14) 3,0 3.53(10*3 4.08(10*4) 52,14 - 1 4  3-57(10 )  
28,0 3.80(10*3) 364,196 9.70 1Ô'5) 4,0 3.57(10*3 4.43(10*4) 52,196 6.11(10*5) 
84,0 4.00(10*3) 364,364 5.19 IÔ15) 12,0 3.71(10*3 5.68(l514) 52,364 3.25(10*5) 
140,0 4,09(10*3) 546,0 4.23 1Ô13) 20,0 3.76(10*3 6.18(1Ô , / +)  78,0 3.85(1ô'3)  7.06(IÔ , / +)  
182,0 4.12(15*3) 546,7 7.5'  lô '4) 26,0 3.78(10*3 6.41(1Ô1 4)  78,7 -14 4.97(10 )  
182,7 6.50(10*4) 546,14 5.81 m14) 26,7 4.34 m*") 78,14 -14 3.76(10 )  
182,14 4.84(10*4) 546,196 1 . 1 7  IÔ14) 26, 14 3 . 1 5  10*4) 78,196 7.34(10*5) 
182,21 -14. 3 «99(10 )  546,364 6.64 IÔ'5) 26,21 2.57 m14) 78,364 4.16(10*5) 
182,28 3.44(10*4) 728,0 4.25 lÔ'3)y 26,28 2 .20 10*4) 104,0 3-86(10*3) 7.l9(l5*4) 
182,112 1.25(10*4) 728 ,7 7 . 7 1  IÔ'4) 26,112 7.91 IÔ'5) 104,7 5.10(15*4) 
182,196 6.68(10*5) 728,14 6.01 IÔ14) 26,196 4.21 15*5) 104,14 3.88(10*4) 
182,2 80 4 . 3 1 ( 1 0 * 5 )  728,196 1 . 3 )  IÔ'4) 26,280 2.71 i515) 104,196 8 . 1 8 ( 1 0 * 5 )  
182,364 3 . 1 6 ( 1 0 * 5 )  728,3 64 7.73 I Ô " )  26,364 1.99 15*5) 104,364 4.85(10*5) 
T a b l e  1 2 .  U - B i  f i s s i o n - p r o d u c t  a c t i v i t y  [  ^  =  5 ( 1 0 *5), I  Iff—= 0 .5] o f  F i g u r e  3 
'cycle 
T,T 
days, days 
act i  v i  ty 
curi  es/cm3  
nat. U-Bi 50% U-Bi 100% U-Bi 
T,t 
days, days 
act ivi ty 
curies/cm3  
nat. U-Bi 50% U-Bi 100% U-Bi 
7,0 6.432 8.416(10*) 1.630(10%) 364,0 9-293 1.020(10%) 1.961(10%) 
14,0 6.770 8.796(10*) 1.703(102) 364,7 1 .667 1 • 729 ( 10') 3.313(10') 
21,0 6.969 9.005(10!) 1.744(102) 364,14 1 .301 I .350(10') 2.589(10') 
28,0 7.116 9.150(10') 1.771(102) 364,196 0.220 2 .287 4.383 
84,0 7.774 9.667(10') 1.869(10%) 364,364 0.112 1.121 2.145 
140,0 8.181 9.886(10') 1.909(102) 546,0 1.002(10') 1.030(10%) 1-974(10%) 
182,0 8.430 9-987(10') 1.926(10%) 546,7 1 .850 1.802(10') 3-443(10') 
182,7 1 .396 1.553(10') 2.986(10') 546,14 1 .457 1.421(101) 2.716(10') 
182, 14 1.065 1.184(10') 2.277(10') 546,196 0.280 2.708 5-17? 
182,21 0.889 9.858 1.896(10') 546,364 0.154 1 .429 2.723 
182,28 0.769 8.529 1.640(10') 728,0 1.067(10') 1.038(10%) 1.982(102) 
182,112 0.277 3.138 6.040 728,7 2.005 1.850(10') 3.523(10') 
182,196 0.143 1.618 3.114 728,14 1.587 1.467(10') 2.794(10') 
182,280 0.089 0.989 1.901 728,196 0.331 3.014 5-737 
182,364 0.064 0.694 1.333 728,364 0.190 1.665 3.362 
